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We Will Not Take
• More Taxes Unless
City Affairs Improve
(AN EDITORIAL)
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer informed a group of interested businessmen at the Commission meeting
on Monday night that the proposed occupational
levy, or any other form of additional taxation
would be postponed until the new City Manager
arrives in Sept. It's just as well. Had the Commission adopted its budget, with a proposed $30,000.00 increase in expenditures, and passed legislation to get more rtvenue to pay for the increase,
we would have taken the chance of being cited,
sued and sentenced before we paid another dime's
worth of tax money into the city treasury.
And any other taxpayer, who accepts an increase in taxes under present conditions at City
Hall should be pointed to as a philanthropist:
The adoption of a budget for the Fulton City
Commission at this time would be a hopeless effort.
If the same regard is given an overall budget as was
given the $500.00 budget set up for Commissioner
Rice for the cemetery improvement, then we'll
need $600,000.00 instead of the $146,000.00 budget
that was proposed. Commissioner Rice spent nearly
$2000.00 on the cemetery, instead of the $500.00 he
was allocated.
Commissioner Rice justified his expenditures
by saying everybody knew he needed more. The
point is not what he needed, it's what he was told
he could spend. But Commissioner Rice again took
advantage of City of Fulton's prestige and of course
Mayor DeMyer had no alternative but to pay them.
There may be some thinking that if the matter were fully explored Commissioner Rice might
be liable for the amount he spent over and above
his allocation. It's something like that complicated
tractor repair deal in which Mr. Rice and Mr. Tripp
were also involved. The City of Fulton paid the
higher repair bill in order to protect its fast diminishing reputation.
In another promiscuous "give-away" of the
taxpayers' money McCain moved that Roland Baxter's resignation as city manager be accepted as of
July 2. Since there was a gentleman's agreement
that Baxter be hired for six months, his $500 salary
for July was paid. Mr. Baxter is not rendering any
service for that money and yet, would have been
willing to lend his services for his full time and said
so in his letter of resignation. We don't blame Mr.
Baxter for leaving. Under the set-up his-- employment would have been futile. With Baxter
out of the way, Commissioner Rice moved that
Commissioner Nelson Tripp be made acting city
manager and Tripp sat down right after the
meeting and started approving all the city's bills.
How can a taxpayer know, without taking the time
and effort, if all those statements were justified.
For instance there's the little matter of the expense voucher for a trip to Dyersburg for Commissioners Rice, McCain and Tripp. The amount was
small, 'tis true, but there was no explanation for
their trip, nor any reason for taking same.
The City Manager form of government requires that the official body consist of a Mayor, four
commissioners and a city manager. It would not be
unreasonable to expect our city's affairs to be discussed, planned and projected by all of them. Yet,
it is obvious, that the city is ruled by a troika, that
is becoming a real problem to the well being of
this city. It is ridiculous for an intelligent taxpayer
to sit at a commission meeting and watch the order
of business attended to that was discussed in some
cafe, railroad station or parked automobile.
Nelson Tripp moved that the City of Fulton
hire James Robey of Frankfort as the next city
manager. The action was only perfunctory. Robey
was hired last week in the troika's caucus rendezvous.

It just so happens that Mr. Robey is a qualified,
experienced and competent gentleman. But how
long will he stay in Fulton if he comes here with
three strikes against him, and we don't mean baseball strikes either.
The last time this newspaper took the hazardous step to acquaint you with Some of the hankeypankey going on at City Hall it was during a political campaign. The expose was labeled a political
maneuver. We had it coming to us, because we had
no right as a newspaper to get sentimental about
your right to know at the time you should have
known, and gloss over the facts, as we did once before.
Mayor DeMyer and Commissioner Moline are
helpless in their efforts to conduct a commission
meeting in the manner you would have it conducted. When a business like DeMyer grocery, which
has operated here for more than a half century is
called a "hole in the wall" by Commissioner Rice at
a public meeting; when the head of a city is dared
and defied at a public meeting because the mayor
ruled Commissioner Rice out of order on a point of
legal procedure, then we deserve exactly what the
troika is handing out to us if we stand by and take
(Continued an page floe)
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South Fulton Wants Postoffice, But Tripp Assumes Opera
tion of City Affairs
Not Al Expense Of Fulton - - Counce

Three - Man Coalition In Full Control

Mayor Milton Counce of South
At the same time CongressFulton denied today that South man Robert A. "Fats" Everett
Fulton was attempting to block of Union City told the News
the building of a proposed new from Washington on Thursday:
Mayor Nelson Tripp stepped into another official tion (Rice-McCain-Tripp) WE21
postoffice on the Kentucky side "I will not be a party to the position
of Fulton's city government Monday night obviously split on the feasibilitl
of the border. Mr. Counce told establishment of one Postorriee
of issuing a
license for L.
when
he
was named acting city manager on motion of C. -Adams, toliquor
the News that South Fulton has in South Fallon to serve the
operate the for met
been trying for many months to. People of Fulton. Kentucky Commissioner Bill Rice. Tripp, who was defeated in his "Smoke House Liquor Store" in
get a postoffice building and a full from the Tennessee side. South bid
for re-election as Mayor last November is also a the Highlands. While Commissiontime postmaster for South Fulton Fulton has been trying to get
er Rice insisted that James Warcity
commissioner and a member of the Electric Power ren,
and that concerted efforts of rea postoffice of It own for a
attorney for Mr. Adams, be
cent date are in no way intended long time sad Pm trying to Board. Tripp's role as acting city manager puts him in given every opportunity to preto block the new building in help them as their Congressvirtual control of the city's operation under the Com- sent his case, Tripp appeared
Fulton, Ky.
Man. Neither my efforts, nor
vehement in his decision
the
mission-Ci
ty Manager form of government. Rice's ap- location of such a license that
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer told
theirs, are any attempt to take
was not
the News also on Thursday that
the proposed new postoffioe pointment was seconded by Commissioner Bob McCain. in keeping with the provisions of
he had been in constant touch
building or the postoffice from Mayor Gilbert DeMyer
city ordinance passed in 1960.
and Commissioner Clarence Mo- aWarren
with the Senatorial and ConFulton, Ky. noil you can quote
based his plea on the fact
-line abstained from voting. Tripp was named to replace that a map
gressional delegations and was
me clearly," he said.
in the City Hall shows
sending them all the pertinent
the area, where Mr. Adams has
"Letters in our files to get a R. B. Baxter who resigned.
Information needed to bolster
citizens and assured
postoffice to serve South Fulton
them that already moved his liquor store, as
While the Commission approved
the quick need for a larger
there would be no personnel "commercial general." City At;
and the rural areas of Obion
the hiring of James Robey of
postoffice in Fulton, Ky.
torney Rodney Miller contended
changes.
and Weakley sounties date back
Frankfort to take over as city
Tripp gave them his personal that the map was in errer and
several years," Mayor Counce
manager on September 1 on moassurance that the employees that the ordinance took precedsaid. "Congressman
Robert A. tion of Commissione Tripp,
r
the "had nothing to
"Fats" Everett has asked us to
worry about" in ence. The license for Adams to
Commission did not have in hand
connection with their municipal locate in the Highlands was apshow some support for the proMr. Robey's letter of application.
employment. While Commissioner proved by City Alcoholic Beverject and we have sent in teleTripp stated from memory, at the
McCain attempted to put this as- age Administrator Billy Blackgrams with 458 signatures on
meeting, Robey's qualifications.
surance in the form of a formal stone and also the State ABC
them and still have 150 names
The Commission approved a
motion by the Mayor and Com- board. The Commission refused
to send in. We Send a wire a day
motion to re-appoint all city de- missioners,
Tripp kept addressing to grant the license. Charles
with 50 names on it. We want a
partment heads at their present the
crowd and giving his personal Reams, a Highlands resident prepostoffice for South Fulton and
The Fulton
salaries for another six months. assurance
All-Star team,
that their jobs were sented a petition signed by 108
chosen from members of the Pony we will work to get it. By the At this point Commissioner Tripp secure.
residents in the area protesting
and Connie Mack Leagues, has same token we will help Fulton, turned to the large audience of
The three-commissioner coal i- the location.
been announced by Riley Allen, Ky. just as much to get their new
Tripp also won his point in the
president of Twin-Cities Youth building if they solicit our help,"
he added.
adoption of a building code for
Incorporated.
the City of Fulton. A previous
The Postmaster General anThe players are: Tommy Toon,
motion by Commissioner Rice
Bobby Hall, Charles Colley, Jim- nounced in April the decision to
and seconded by Commissioner
my Yates, J. D. Blaylock, T. R. erect a new postoffice building
McCain was defeated and Tripp's
Russell, Ronnie Grissom, Jerry in Fulton, Ky., with announcemotion to adopt the code passed.
Kell, Chuck Pawlukiewicz, Tom- ment stating an option had been
It was the concensus of the Commy Osteen, Ricky Bailey, Bobby taken on property opposite the
mission that the code would be
Wright, Corkey Stinnett, Jack Woman's Club as site for the
B. R. Baxter of Morristown,
The executive board of the almost impossible to legislate, alSimpson. Donald Parr, and Don building. It was called to the at- Tenn. who has been city manager
Chamber of Commerce went on though it is a necessity under the
tention of the Fulton Commission
Reed.
for the past five months, resigned record
last week as favoring a various new programs for housThe All-Star managers will be Monday that an alleged at- last week effective August 1. The
move to investigate the possibili- ing, urban renewal, etc. that the
Jewel Toon and Stanley Beadles. tempt to change the location to August 1 date would have comties of getting a charity hospital
(Continued on page five)
The All-Stars met a team from South Fulton is being made by pleted the six-months period for
here under the terms of the will
Martin on July 3rd at the South residents of that area. In view of which he was hired
of
the
late
Bess Morris.
the
Commission
Fulton field. Another game is that report,
Baxter, in his letter of resignaAttorney Rodney Miller drew
adopted a resolution to get the
also scheduled for a later date.
tion
offered
his
services
up
the
until that
necessary instrument to
new building for Fulton.
time, but on motion of Commis- file an intervention order
on the
sioner Bob McCain the resigna- part of a pauper to gather
certion was accepted on July 2 and tain information to present
to the
Baxter granted a month's leave court. While the Chamber
of
with pay. Baxter was hired at Commerce felt that it could
not
$500 a month and later a $35 a assume the responsibility of
litiA farm tour is planned for
month auto expense was granted. gation, it was hoped
that the Wednesday, July 11, to see ':4,ine
Commissioner Tripp
seconded City Commission could appoint a
of the new swine production fathe McCain motion and Com- group of citzens to further
the cilities that have been built in
missioner Rice
E. B. Berry, 62, superintendent
voted "yes." investigation.
Fulton County recently in coof McDade Construction Co., and
Congressman Frank A. Stub- Mayor DeMyer and Commissioner
At the meeting Monday night,
operation with the five coo ity
a long time construction man in blefield has announced that the Clarence Moline abstained from the Commission refused the rearea Swine Improvement prothe Fulton area, died at 2:30 a. m. Kentucky Department of Eco- voting.
quest to appoint a hospital board.,
gram.
Baxter's letter- of resignation What further action will be
Wednesday, July 4, at his home. nomic Development will receive
taken I
The schedule is as follows:
to keep the charity bequest open I
A native of Alabama. he was a $4,291 planning grant from the follows:
8:00 a. m.—Roy Wade farm.
a member of the First Methodist Urban Renewal Administration.
for investigation is not kr own.
June
28, 1962.
three miles northwest of Cayce;
Church.
This will be used to aid four
It is reliably reported that Misr
good meat type hogs and producFuneral services were held at counties and twelve municipali- Mayor Gilbert DeMyer,
Morris left an estate of nearly
tion facilities.
3 p. m. Thursday. July 5, at Horn - ties, including Murray, Fulton,
three-quarters of a million dolI hereby tender my resignation lars.
9:15 a. m.—Charles Everett
beak Funeral Chapel with the and Russellville. in the preparaThe income from the estate
farm, one -mile north of Huddl-sRev. Truitt Miller and the Rev. tion of comprehensive plans for as City Manager of the City of was left to the deceas
.
ed sister,
Fulton, Kentucky on mutual basis Mrs:
ton's store just off Highway 94;
W. T. Barnes offiekiting.
their growth and development.
Carrie Morris Esks. The
with the City to become effective will
remodeled farrowing house.
Burial was in Greenlea Cemestated that after Mrs. Estes'
August 1, lEt"
10:15 a. m —James White and
tery.
death the estate should be used
Poyner
farm
near
Survivors include the widow,
Thanking you for your kind- to build a charity hospital in Prather
new
farrowing
Mrs. Mary Berry; five sisters.
ness in the past and the splendid memory of Miss Morris father, Brownsville;
house,
nursing
house and feeding
Mrs. Doris Newton, Mrs. Basil
(Continued on page five)
the late Nat Morris.
floor.
Gardner and Mrs. Donald Rushing, all of Fayette. Alabama, Mrs.
12:00 noon----lunch at Hickman
Marion Herrin, Florence, AlaResturants.
R. G. Clark, presiding minister
bama, and Mrs. William Hill,
Fulton; a brother, Thomas Berry, of the local congregation of Jeho1:30 p. m.—Charles Roberts
Tuscaloosa, Alabama; two dau- vah's Witnesses, has announced
farm at Four Points; automatic
that a delegation of 20 from the
ghters and one stepson.
feeding arrangement with lagoon
Fulton church will leave from
Rupert Phelps, 48, employee of on their way to Detroit to spend for waste disposal.
here to attend the Courageous
the Burnette Tractor Company, their vacation.
Ministers District Assembly of
A short educational meeting
was killed instantly in a carAccording to Kentucky State
Jehovah's Witnesses in Jackson,
truck collision Saturday morning Police, the 1959 Thunderbird, will be conducted on the Roberts
Tennessee.
east of Mayfield on Kentucky 80. driven by Phelps, and a truck farm.
The assembly will run July
Dr. John Robertson, area Swine
His wife, Ima Fite Phelps, was owned by Kay Tool and Die
at the West Tennessee District
Hattie Bertha Vanderford has Fairgrounds, and is
injured seriously and their niece, Company of Union City side- Specialist, from the University of
expected to
been named as the new principal draw about 3000
Helen Fite, 15, escaped with only swiped and the car rammed un- Kentucky, will be on the tour to
delegates.
of Rosenwald High School in
minor scratches. Mrs. Phelps was der the edge of the truck. Phelps explain the advantages of these
South Fulton. This is the first
hospitalized in a Mayfield hos- was driving east and the truck new buildings and to discuss new
management practices.
time a woman has been named
pital with a broken collar bone, was moving west.
PERFECT RECORD!
The driver of the truck, Wilson
principal of this school.
Charlotte Anne Fall, daughter cuts and bruises. Her condition Hepler of
Union City, was cited
She has been employed since of J. E. Fall, Fulton, achieved b was listed as satisfactory.
CLAIMS SERVICE!
for driving on the wrong side of
1959 as a teacher at Rosenwald, perfect 4.0 standing in her
The accident occurred about 6 the road. He was
studies
not
injured
in
B. D. Nisbet, Contact Repreand has also served as manager at the University of Kentucky a. m.. as the Fulton
family was the accident.
of the. Vanderford Funeral Home during the 1962 spring
sentative of the Kentucky Dissemester.
for several years.
abled Ex-Service Men's Board,
She graduated from UK June 11.
will be present next Friday,
A HAPPY ONE!
July 13, from 9 a. m. until 3 p.
A very Happy Birthday to Mrs. m.. at the American Legion Hall
Ruby Neisler, our correspondent to assist veterans and their defor "Around and About Our pendents with claims for beneTown," who is celebrating her fits due them as a result of their
birthday today (Friday).
military service.
Fifteen new electric voting pany in Canton. Ohio, are
Ted
Simmons,
Glasgow,
Kenthe
machines have been contracted same type as those used in
69 of tucky, has been hired to serve
for by the Fulton County Fiscal the 96 Kentucky counties which the Four Rivers Boy Scout
CounCourt and should arrive in the have voting machines. Although cil and the counties of Fulton,
county by August.
they are electrically powered, Carlisle, and Hickman in KenCounty Judge J. C. Bondurant they can be operated manually
in tucky and Obion County in Tentold a News reporter Tuesday that the event of a power failure.
nessee.
Pat Nanney, widely known 73-73---146.
the county's 21 precincts will be
Mr. Simmons has an interesting
One of the most important feathroughout this area for his
combined into 14 so that each
background in Boy Scouting. He is
Third place winner was Billy
tures
of
these
machines is the
bowling skill, came through in
precinct can have the benefit of
speed factor. Voting time can be an Eagle Scout. Ranger, holds the fine form in another sport—golf- Graham of Murray with 147. Budthe new machines. 0
cut down to less than one minute Gal and Country award in ing—as he captured the Cham- dy Hewitt. also of Murray, took
The voting machines will be set
Scouting, is a holder of the
fourth place with 149. Others in
up in various parts of the county per 'person, thus cutting down the Sccruter's Training Award and pionship Trophy in the 1962 KenTenn Invitational
Tournament the top ten of the Championship
early in the fall, so that voters long lines at the polls.
the Scoutmaster's Key. He has atFlight were Jack Moore, Fulton;
Sunday afternoon.
may learn how to use them propAlso, the results will be known tended several
National and
Walter Shirah, Louisville; James
erly. They will be used for the in less than 30 minutes, because World Jamborees.
Nanney, a resident of Martin,
first time in the November Gen- when the polls are closed and the
He and his wife, Patricia, will came through the 36-hole play Pryor, Mayfield; Denny Peters,
eral Election.
machines locked, the totals will move into the Cherokee District with a par 144.
His nearest com- Dyersburg; Danny Peters, DyThese machines, which were be automatically shown on the of the Council as quickly
as petitor was Dave Barclay of ersburg; Herman Shaw, Mayfield;
purchased from the Shoupe Com- machine.
housing can be found.
Mayfield, who finished with a and Jim English, Paducah.

1962 All-tar
Team Chosen In
Local Leagues

Baxter Offers
Services, But
Tripp Is Named

Request Seeking
Hospital Board
Is Turned Down

Farm Tour Planned
By County Farmers
In Swine Production

E. B. Berry
Fulton Granted
Dies Wednesday Federal Aid In
At Fulton Home Urban
Renewal

Local Delegation To
Attend Assembly Of
Jehovah's Witnesses

Fulton Man Killed In Wreck Near
Mayfield; Wife and Niece Injured

New Principal Named
For RosenwaltHigh

County Buys New Voting Machines;
Will Be Re-Divided Into 14 Precincts

Four Rivers Council
Hires New Official
For Local Counties

Winners Named In Ken - Tenn Play;
Nanney Takes Championship Flight

First Things First Applies To Democrats And
Their Double Barreled Campaign Tactics Now
Used to be a time when early
July was reminiscent of two things;
hot weather and hot politics. In some
States there is still a goodly amount
of both, but in Kentucky these days
we find hot weather, alright, and as
far as politics we find mostly hot
confusion.
With the early announcement
that Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt of
Hopkinsville will seek the office
of governor in 1963 with the blessing
of Governor Bert Combs and the
more than two year old announcement by A. B. "Happy" Chandler
that he would seek an unprecedented
third' term, the real political race for
this year seems to have taken second
billing at this time The Democrats
have selected as -their nominee for
United States Senator Lt.-Gov. Wilson W. Wyatt and the Republicans
have chosen the encumbent ThrUston
B. Morton of Louisville, the former
national chairman of his pai-ty.
The lack-luster primaries to select these candidates sort of cheated
politics-hungry Kentuckians out of
a rip-snorting battle this past Spring.
Wyatf's announced opponent, Speaker of the House Harry King Lowman
withdrew from the race for reasons of
health and left the Democrats with
only token opposition for the energetic. capable Mr. Wyatt. As for Mr.
Morton's opponent. enly a diligent
search would reveal to us his identity
and then we wouldn't remember it
past the first utterance. And we'd
care less if we knew.
But here it is July. and while a
lot of folks say the November election is going to be rough between the
Democrats and the Republicans, the
average voter is going to be surprised
when he doesn't find the name of
Breathitt. Chandler and others, on
a 1953 gubernatorial candidate, on
the ballot with Wyatt and Morton.
All three Democratic hopefuls
for Governor are traipsing around
this State like the primary was tomorrow and the press is giving them
a right smart amount of space about
what..they will and. will not do if
they are olected. Historians might record the list governor's race as one of
the bitterest and hardest fought of
any in the history of the Commonwealth. At the same time it seems
certain that these same historians
will record the 1963 campaign for
Governor among the Democrats as
the hurryingest. the eagerest, the
confusingest of all time.
If Mr. Wyatt were not in the
Senate race, and was the heir apparent to Governor Combs, as Harry
Lee Waterfield was to former Governor Chandler, the situation would be
different. For anybody would
realize that he would conduct his affairs and his office in a manner that
SUCCESS.
The secret of success is constancy to purpose.
—Disraeli
We never know, believe me,
when we have succeeded best.
—Miguel de Unamuno
-Success in sin is downright defeat.
—Thomas Fuller
Success has ruined many a man.
—Benjamin Franklin
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

64cF•otim

would strengthen -his position with
the voters for the ascendency to higher office, and that would be cricket
don't you think?
But here we have a Democratic
State Administration supporting it's
second highest official in a race to
recapture a Senate seat from an opposing party, whose candidate is no
push-over by any means. And yet
that same Administration has more
than one staunch supporter and supposed ally running all over this State
attempting to line up the factions of
the party for support of their respective campaigns.
Now these here now Kentucky
Den'. )crats are a funny breed of humanity. Sometimes their memories
are sitort and sometimes they're long.
Seen s to me that it wouldn't take
"Who put that 1929 newspaper ong Mr.
too n uch looking back to remember
Pottlebia
when a nationally powerful and in-.
,
fluential Democrat from Kentucky
RL.vii,:ilimlamosuumwmannamtnicmoostatitomminimi1
,rilviw;I: ,
-IR'
lost Lis Senate seat because a right
About Town With
strong bloc of Democrats joined the
Repubthat
elected
and
s
Republican
lican, we'll have you know. The year
was 1956 the Democrat was Earle C.
Clements and the Republican candiThe children. with Les and
There was a very interesting
26-year-old son
date was none other than Thruston
story in -Sunday's "This Week" Thelma; their
daughters
magazine about the Murdock fam- Ben: their two d't'own
Ballard Morton, now running for reMartha and Annie Laura: and six
ily of Sedalia. Ky.
electien. The Democratic bloc that
look after
women who help
The story was entith d "The
aided and abetted the Republican
Biggest Happy Family in Kgn- things, make up the "family."
How the Murdock family startnominee was lead by - - - now let's
tucky" was written by Arthur
ed expanding on their many acWhitman.
see what's that fellow's name from
very, very
The story of Thelma And Les complishments make a
Versailles?
interesting story, indeed!
Murdock and'their sixty-one kids
Grace Van Dyke of New York
Whatever the man's name was
is an unusual one indeed! Two of
Cavendar
the children are pictured in color City. the former Grace
then. it's the same today, and oh
an Ason the front page of the maga- of Fulton. has been named.
the
Combshumiliate
what he'd do to
sociate Editor of Vogue Magazine.
zine. •
MerchWyatt Administration at the polls
"You- never met a family like She is with the Fashion
the magathe Murdocks of Kentucky—forty- andising Department of
with the defeat of Wilson Wyatt in
seven kids in school and more zine.
November.
Miss Van Dyke, who in private
waiting to go. They've jtiq built
Brooks,
Any politician is a chameleon on
their third house, they grow their life is married to David
director, is the dautheatrical
a
a
invented
they've
and
food
own
all
for
the
time
occasions, but now is
of
new farm machine. And They're ghter of Mrs. Grace Cavendar
those true, blue and a yard wide
Memphis, a former Fulton resiall having the time of their
Democrats to come to the aid of their
lives!" reads the subhead of the dent.
Miss Van Dyke, before being
story.
party. and we're not just saying that
offered the editor's position on
to see if this typewriter ribbon is -- The interesting and unusual Vogue, was associated with the
story covers four pages of the
wool industry and traveled over
clear enough either..
weekly magazine, which accom- the country, with headquarters ir
a
ntly
is
prepondera
Kentucky
panied the Commercial Appeal New York, putting on style shows.
Democratic State. With a Democratic
and other newspapers each Sun- etc.
day. There are numerous pictures
Miss Van Dyke's husband was
Administration in Washington the
of the large family, too!
a former successful actor and
State rightfully deserves capable
Thelma and I,es Murdock and singer, starring for five years with
Democratic representation in the
Celeste Holme on Broadway in
their many children live on a
sending
In
Senate.
United States
farm near Sedalia, in Graves "Brigadoon".
Miss Van Dyke, a graduate of
County. Mr. Murdock is 54.
Wilson Wyatt to the Senate Kentucky
parents Fulton High, attended modeling
whose
children
are
All
would be sending one of its most
have died or drifted* off some- school and Northwestern at Chiillustrious and prominent public serwhere. Les and hi; wife Thelma cago And before going to New
York she was a model at Memprovide them a home. The chilvants. His record deserves the conphis.
eight states.
from
come
dren
sideration of all Kentuckians, and
most surely-the support of all Demo•
crats.
There's an old saying that goes
"first things first." The major race in
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in KenKentucky this year is the senatorial
as review( i by the Kentucky Civil War Commission.
tucky,
race. There's plenty time to fight the
By JOE JORDAN
about
19(13 governor's race beginning
Noveinber 8:1962
(Kentucky Civil War Commission) will be prosecuted vigorously unOne hundred y. irs ago this til the last Jeff Davis sympathizer
We think there's a hazard in not
the first trea on trial ever has been cleaned out."
week,
declaring a moratorium on 1963 gubDuring the same week the 'miliconducted in Ken. cky resulted
tary governor of Kentucky, Union
ernatorial campaigns right this very
in the acquittal of Cohn Harman
Brig. Gen. Jerry T. Boyle, issued
Dills of Harrison C,untY, a sonday.
Desha. The instructions from his headquarters

Owiellm Jewell

100 Years Ago This Week

Success is the reward of anyone
who looks for trouble.
—Walter Winchell
THE REFORMER
The true reformer will not only
hate evil, but will earnestly endeavor
to fill its place with good.
—Charles Simmons
The reformer must be a hero at all
points, and he must have conquered
himself before he can conquer others.
—Mary Baker Eddy
My method of reforming
Is by Laughing, not by Storming.
—Jonathan Swift
What you dislike in another,
take care to correct in yourself.
—Thomas Sprat
It has been the fate of all bold
adventurers and reformers to be esteemed insane.
—Gorge B. Cheever
A man who reforms himself has
contributed his full share towards
the reformation of his neighbor.
—Norman Douglas
Success is never blamed
—Mary Baker Eddy

in-law of Gen. Lucius
at
trial was in Fed':-al Court
Frankfort. James Harlan prosecuted the case for the United
by
States. Dills was defended
three celebrated lawyers, Thomas
and
N. Lindsey, A."Marry Ward
James F. R5binsen. The lastinnamed, a maw km en to be
was
tensely loyal-to ti ,. Union,
destined shortly to become govComernor of a sadly divided
monwealth, and to earn the refairness
spect of both sides I,y the
disand courage with which he
charged his duty.

That first trial for treason
would not be the 'ast, for Federal authorities we•e just getting
started on a prog. ,m of wholesale arrests of per-ons suspected
of being secretly in sympathy
with the Confederacy. 0i. the
day after Dills WAS cleared, many
citizens were arrested as "notorious and dangerous rebels" and
sent to military prisons at Louisville or -Newport or to Camp
Chase. a prison camp near Columbus, Ohio.
The arresting of . civilians in
continue
to
was
Kentucky
throughout the remainder of the
Civil War, According to Collins'
"History of Kentucky." those
taken into custody were "often
treated very roughly and cruelly
—the very exercise proving a
valuable safety valve for the
pent-up valor and • patriotism of
provost marshals :,nd squads of
Home Guards and surplus solweek under
diers." During th
review it was announced at Henderson that "the work of arrest
has already been ronurienced, and

at Louisville to his provost marshals throughout the state to "fit
up quarters for the imprisonment of such disloyal females as
they may find it necessary. to arrest." This was immediately denounced by Boyle's critics as evidence of his intention to wage
war on women.
Kerr's "History of Kentucky"
points out that "Kentucky presented many difficulties io the
Federal Government during the
Civil War . . . Although the state
had refused to secede from the
Union, still it did not by that action pledge its unquestioned support to the Federal authorities in
whatever they should see fit to
do. At least a half of her population were either openly arrayed
against the Federal authorities or
were sullenly silent, and this was
by far the more effective half.
This very condition greatly multiplied the difficulties . . . If it did
not resort to stern measures the
Confederate sympathizers would
be certain to boldly aid the South.
but if it did practice repression, it
would largely alienate the whole
latter
It
state.
the
chose
method. . ."
On the Fourth of July, 100
years ago, Col. John Hunt Morgan and his Confederate troopers
left Knoxville, riding north on
their famous "first Kentucky
raid."
Milly: "What's the best exercise
for reducing?"
Tilly: "1 don't know."
Milly: "Moving the head slowly
from right to left when you are
offered a second helping."

Turnpike System In Kentucky Links
All Sections Of State With Unity
(Ed's Note: This is the first in Eastern Kentucky with Western
a series of four columns on the Kentucky, is under consideration.
Surveys are under way on it to
turnpikes by State officials-)
determine whether it should be
By Henry Ward
built.
Commissioner
Those who oppose the turnpike
Kentucky Dept. of Highways
system argue that roads should be
Frankfort, July — Kentucky, free. That's a fine argument if a
since statehood, has struggled for state had all the money it needed
a unified system of highways. with which to build and maintain
linking the East with the West roads and bridges. Kentucky, like
North with the South.
many other states, simply did not
of the Federal Gov- have and will not have in the
The act'
ernment in creating and provid- foreseeable future enough funds
ing nine-to-one financing for the to bpild multi-million-dollar exInterstate System gave the Com- pressways. The state faced the
monwealth the nucleus for such problem of doing without the
a system and a foreseeable end to roads, which it has done for too
long already. or undertaking a
sectionalism.
which the
The Interstate System provided turnpike system by
a pay-asfor nearly 700 miles of multi-lane, roads could be built on
limited access highways in Ken- you-go basis.
tucky. 1-75 will be a north-south
The principle is comparable to
arterial across the widest part of buying a home. The vast majority
the state, entering Northern Ken of Americans could never own a
tucky at Covington and extending home if they had to save the purto the Tennessee border.
chase price before buying. In"Interstate 64 will be the prinstead, they buy, live in and enjoy
cipal eastwest .expressway route,
paying off the
running across the state from near their home while
Ashland to Louisville. Interstate mortgage.
65 will extend from Louisville to
Elizabethtown, on toward Bowling
Go To Church
Green and thence into Tennessee.
The importance of Kentucky's
only completed turnpike. the
Kentucky Turnpike, became apparent when it was incorporated
into the 1-65 route."
Come to f6
Interstate 64 will be the principal east-west expressway route,
running acrogS the state from near
Ashland to Louisville to Elizabethtown, on toward Bowling
Green and thence into Tennessee.
The importance of Kentucky's
only completed turnpike, the Kentucky Turnpike, became apparent
100% AIR CONDMONED
when it was incomporated into
the 1-65 route.
• FREE PARIUND
In the far western part of the
finally
be
to
yet
route
a
state over
• FREE TV IN EVERY ROOM
located, Interstate 24 will cross
border
Illinois
the
• 3 FINE RESTAURANTS
from
the state
to the Tennessee line.
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
Interstate 264 is a circumferential route in the Louisville metro• 1500 MT FROM MEMPHIS'
politan area, connecting the inDOWNTOWN AIRPORT
terstates and other major routes
radiating from that area. -• COMPLETELY REMODELED
AU these roads are needed and
their locations were determined
largely by the United States Bureau of Public Roads. However,
the Interstate System left great
gaps in a complet. expressway
system for the state.

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE
•

It was to fill these gaps that
Governor Combs boldly moved toward the fast planning and construction of two turnpikes. The
Eastern Kentucky Turnpike from
Winchester to Salyersville is well
under 'construction, with more
than half of its 77-mile length due
to be opened to traffic by November. Construction or re-construction of two freeway arms to
this turnpike, stretching to Pikeville and Whitesburg, will give
Eastern Kentucky more than 200
miles of safe, fash expressway.
Another turnpike, the proposed
Central Kentucky Turnpike to
link Elizabethtown with Lexington, and thereby fully connect

IMMO
Ela *OSA&

SMUT J.•TZWARIT
sus- MN
hiCoMF if
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FAMODS

BELL TAVERN
FEATURING
CHARCOAL 'ROILED SPECIALTIES
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Kentucky State Parks!!!
there's more

New

this

Year ...

A
new golf courses
Mare big. now lususy lodges in Kitefucly Stat• Parks ... rneny
now picnic grounds galore!
fun.
•
for
'ons
your
.d
male
Don't wait WWI IA disappointed later. Plan now
filled holiday in Kentucky this year.
It's yotws ... enjoy if!
nation.
the
in
system
perk
state
firma
th•
Kentucky has

FREE!
WRITE
TODAY

KY. TOURIST AND TRAVEL DIVISION
Dept. ORA
Capitol Anne.
Frankfort, Kentuoky
Pleas. s•nd rne your GAN' Iit•FAlure on Kentucky.
NAME
ADDRESS
E

CITY
STATE

Greenfield Monument Works
In operation 81 Years

• Large Display •
0
\
• Well Lighted At Night • 1
•
Afternoons
Sunday
Open
•
ea+seemseesIes.

FITLTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield. Tenn.
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The News reports your - - - -

Miss Nina Worley Becomes Bride Of
Reverend L. C. Easterling Sunday

• ..

The sanctuary of the First Baptist Church provided
a beautiful setting on Sunday, the twenty-fourth of
June, when Miss Nina Louise Wo'rley, daughter of Mrs.
Venita Worley and Mr. John Worley, became the bride
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
of the Reverend L. C. Easterling, son of Mrs. B. R. Eastfor your pleasure and your scrapbook)
erling of Laurel, Mississippi, and the late Mr. Easterling.
The impressive double ring ceremony was solemINSTEAD of having a farewell party given for
nized
at four o'clock in the afternoon with the Reverend
him, Secretary of the Army Elvis J. Stahr, Jr., turned
Truett Miller, pastor of the church, officiating.
Washington.
the tables in
He and Mrs. Stahr gave a reception at Fort Myer The altar was effectively deco- street length sheath style dresses
rated in the traditional wedding of pink polished cotton with orfor more than 300 members of Congress who are vet- scheme
of green and white. Pre- ganza over-skirt' and organza
erans of the armed foices.
reeding the ceremony, Mrs. J. U. puffed sleeves. Their bouquets
Mr. Stahr, a native of Hickman, Ky., assumed the McKendree, organist, presented a were colonial in style and were
program of nuptial music. Mrs. made on pastel painted daisies
presidency of Indiana University Sunday after a year Flynn
Powell was the soprano with pastel ribbons. and a half in Washington.
Ronnie Miller was the ring
soloist.
lovely bride was given in bearer. Doyle Oliver served the
The
The reception was preceded by a retreat parade,
marriage by her brother, James groom as best man. The ushers
attended by the guests as well as top Army brass, with Worley. She wore a handsome were brothers of the groom, Harry
a 19-gun salute.. (That's what a Secretary of the Army formal - wedding gown of crystal Easterling and Billy Roy Easterwhite pure silk organza fashioned ling.
rates.)
Following the ceremony. a reover matching taffeta. She carried
Mrs.
to
I.
U.
Asked if she were pleased to be going
a bouquet of Mlles of the valley, ception was held in the FellowStahr said, "I'm happy as a clam. Our life will be much centered with a white orchid and ship Hall of the church. Assisting
poised on illusion puffs and satin at the reception were Mrs. L. M
less hectic. Our stay here has been very enjoyable, but ribbons.
.
McBride, Mrs. Frank LeMasters,
children
only
three
our
I simpose my husband sees
Miss Gladys Worley attended Miss Joyce Owens,.Miss Martha
her sister as maid of honor. The Kay Hemphill, Miss Sheila Lowabout an_hour a week."
were Miss Helen rey, and Miss Suzanne Copeland.
As soon as they made their Washington farewells, bridesmaids
Worley, another sister of the
Early in the evening, the Revin
Hot
Springs,
W.
Va.,
vacation
the Stahrs took a short
bride and Mrs. Doyle Oliver of erend and Mrs. Easterling left for
Kingsport, Tennessee. Miss Mari- a short wedding trip, after which
before moving to Bloomington.

Diary of Dom's

Miss Betty McDade, bride-elect
of Joe Belate of Mayfield, was the
honoree at a luncheon last Friday at the Park Terrace. Hostesses were Mrs. E. E. Williamson,
Mrs. William Hill and Mrs. Russell Johnson of Murray.
Centering the long table, where
the guests were seated, was an
attractive pink and white arrangement in a silver footed bowl.
Each place was marked by a
miniature bride.
Miss McDade was presented
with a corsage of orchids, a gift of
the hostesses. She also was given
a cut glass butter dish.

lyn McKendree-was the flower
attractive centerpiece. Bouquets girl. All of the attendents wore
of summer flowers were attractively arranged throughout the
house.
After the games, refreshment,
were served to approximately 18
guests.
Hostesses for the occasion were
Mrs. Billy Nelms and Mrs. JackAbout one hundred relatives
son.
and friends of the Sams family

""ttt,

, -• •

it

they will be at home in Laurel,
Mississippi, temporarily.

Sams Family Get-Together Features
Barbecue, Memories, New Friends
and Barbara Sams, Mr. Tom
Sams. Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Forrester and sons, Mrs. D. J. Murchison, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Powell,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Maddox,
Thomas Richard, Ann, and Ray,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Asbell, Mrs.
Frances Kendall, Martha K.Copelen, Alice Fields,'Mr. and Mrs.
Odie Fields, all of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Binford,
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Kirby, Rev.
and Mrs. Joe McMinn, all of
Crutchfield; Mrs. Bill Eblin, Lexington; Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Cheatham and Bob, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Green, Milburn, Kentucky;
Mrs. Flora Henderson Mr. and
Mrs. Arnie Thorp and boys, Mr.
and Mrs. rales Mansell and son,
Mr. Otis M. Sams, Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. Sams, all of Cape Girardeau.
Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Wright,
David Lindsey, Willie Rogers, Mr.
and Mrs. Hardy M. Phearson. Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Sams, of Burkley,
Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Gooch of Murray; Carolyn Sams,
Wayne Bryant, Belleville, Illinois.

gathered at the Columbus BelThe Welfare Workers Home mont Park Sunday afternoon,
their
held
Club
Demonstration
June 24, for their annual get-toJune meeting at the home of Mrs. gether.
27.
Kimberlin,
June
Karl
Barbecue and all the picnic
The roll call was answered with trimmings were spread for the
an interesting article or book guests at the noon hour. The rest
• read by the members. Two visi- of the day was spent in remiMr. and Mrs. Jack Moore and tors, ltrs. Joe Larson, and Miss nescing and meeting old and new
friends.
Mr. and Mrs; John Joe Campbell Judy lauzzall, were present.
Those who attended the reunion
entertained members of the Reds
Mrs. Larson brought the lesson
team in the Minor League with a on floor covering which was very were:
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil E. Wolberhamburger supper last Tuesday Interesting and informative.
night at the _City Park.
Mrs. Harold Muzzall gave a ton and children, Memphis, TenShepherd,
Hamburgers and watermelon lesson on frezeing; Mrs. Harry nessee; Mrs. Maud
were quickly consumed by the Watts on reading, and Mrs. Loren- Wickliffe. Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs.
baseballers: zo Palmer on landscaping.
Walter Lee and son, Mr. and
following
young
Rickey Robertson, Johnny Irvan,
A delicious plate of angel food Mrs. Robert Lee and children,
Mike Bragg, Mike Byassee, John- cake, punch and potato chips was Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Templeton,
Mrs. Sophia Sams, Arthur Lee,
ny Campbell, Tommy Bodker, served.
and Mrs. Lee Artiz, all of Cairo,
Timothy Bates, William Mitchell,
Recreation was enjoyed by all
Illinois.
Charles Whitnel, Richard Conwith Mrs. Robbie Elliott and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry • Sams,
naughton, Phil Craddock, Dave
Joe Larson winners.
Johnny,
and Brenda, Robbie Sue
fickle
Burrow, Joel Richardson,
The club adjourned to meet
Champion, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
McIntosh, Hoyt Moore and Johnwith Mrs. Frank Parrish on --JUly
Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sams,
ny Andrews.
25.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sams, :Mr.
One team member, Ted Mills,
and Mrs. Herman Sams and
was out of town and unable to atFulton City Chapter No. 41,
grandchildren, David. Patricia,
tend.
OES, met last Tuesday night at
Other guests were Jeff Campthe Masonic Temple for the regubell, Susan and Sharon Moore.
lar meeting and initiation. Mrs. licicrus potluck supper was served. Truett Miller, Har!.y Easterling,
Billy Ray Elsterlir L% and James
John Hancock, Worthy Matron,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holland were Worley.
Miss- Joan ,Kimbell, recent presided.
hosts to a pot-luck dinner Thursbride of Jerry Lee Lacewell, was
Mrs. Verna DeMyer, secretary, day it noon at their home on
the inspiration for a household
party
a
to
invitation
an
read
Thedford Street. Honored guests
shower Thursday evening. June
honoring the Grand Officers of were Mr. Holland's sister, Mrs J.
21, in the home of her sister, Mrs.
the Mayfield chapter. A party M. Berrong of Detroit, and Mr..
John L. Jackson.
••••=•••
honoring the Grand Chaplain of Berrong.
The News is pleased to extend
Those attending included: Mr.
Miss Kimbell chose a lovely Benton was also announced.
and Mrs. Olin Taylor. Mr. and birthday eroetines to the followpink cotton dress accented with
Visitors present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Cliff Williams, Mr. and Mrs. ing persor,. July 5' Mrs. Clarke
lace and rhinestones for the ocMrs. Eugene Bevin, Mrs. Ruby J. N. Wooten, Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Thorpe, Lucy
casion. She wore white accesDaniel, Harvey
of
Dunn
Beverly
Pate and Mrs.
Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puck- Maddox, John Robert Burrow;
sories and a corsage of pink carJackson; Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Campbell,
Mrs.
July
ett,
Miss
Sam
6:
nations, a gift of the hostesses.
James Counce. Bobby
Brit of Wingo, Mrs. Claudine 011ie Miller, Wanda and David Bowles.
Mrs. Ruby Neisler; July
The gift table was overlaid with
Whitney of Amarillo, Texas.
Holland, Mrs. Gerald Greer, the 7: Carl Wayne, Wade, David Clark,
orchid and lace. A three-tiered
Nathan LeCornu, Carol Terry,
wedding cake topped with a minMr. and Mrs. John Bland were guests of honor and the hosts.
Tommy Gatlin, Ginger Cutler,
iature bride and groom made an initiated into the Order. Frank
The Friendship Club met in the Billy Hcrmra. Miss Ella Rankin;
LeMaster, Worthy Patron, presided during the conferring of the home of Mrs. Thad Fagan, with July 8: Patricia Legg, Rebecca
ATHLETE'S FOOT
Mrs. James Wilhaucks as co- Jane McKnight, Mrs. F. D. Phildegree.
HOW TO TREAT IT—
Apply Instant-drying T-4-I.. You feel It
presented hostess, on June 20 at 1:30 p. m. lips. DeLewis Polsgrove, Dee Ann
Luther
Guthrie
Mrs.
takes hold to check' itching. burning, in
Eighteen members and three visi- Hitchcock.
minutes. Then irt— S to 5 days. eat.* a solo, the words and music of
Infected skin slough oft. Watch healthy
July 9: Guy W. Finch,, Kathcomposed by Mrs. tors, Mrs. Silas Jones. Mrs. Kenwere
which
skin replace it.
ple•sed IN ONZ
neth Hastings, and Mrs. Mary erine Bradshaw, Eugene WaggonROVE. your tile back at any drug stare. DeMyees niece.
Cook,
were
present
NOW at ALL DRLIQ STOW.
er, Gwinn. Pirecy, G. B. Buttermeeting, a deFollowing the
The dish towels, which will be worth, J. E. McNatt, Mr. and Mrs.
sold as a club project, have ar- Elries Bobb. Mrs. Norman Terry,
rived.
Louise Hancock, Mrs. Ray Fields,
In the recreation period, hats Mrs. H. K. Bobilen, Walter Miswere made and modeled by each chke, Sr.; July 10; Charles Everperson that brought one. Mrs. ett Jordan, Wanda Halley, Dennis
Billy Green won the prize for the Crittendon, Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr.,
AND PLANTING NEEDS
most original.
Dale Cummings, Edmond Conde:
Refreshments were served and July 1: Johnny Schwerdt. Judy
seed
garden
Just about ALL KINDS of
enjoyed by each one present.
Btzzlc, Mrs. G. S. McDade, Cathy
The July meeting will be in the Cash. Jak. Iluddleston, Mrs. .1 14
Seed
garden
and
flower
All Kinds of Ferry Morse
home of Mrs. Roy Coley, Jr., on Patterson, Jr
July 11 at 1:30 p. m. with Mrs.
fertilizer
Armour's Vertagreen
Bobby Parham as co-hostess.

..s.
07imivrtoworgro
Ladies Hats and Purses
Up To 1-2 OFF
Complete Stock
z-(2/2(2(2(iii.a,kwii,aaap,(2(iia

,.$1;t211

Hairy Rirthrlav

GARDEN SUPPLIES

Special fertilizer for lawns, roses,
gardens and trees
WE ARE READY to clean your fescue and clover.
Our plant is approved for cleaning seed for
certification.
WE ALSO HAVE Chlordane and Aldrin and ALL
KINDS OF DUSTS for bugs, ants, lice, blight, blue
mold, etc.
4. girl
ammonium
with
dress
side
time
to
the
NOW is
nitrate: Side dress Nitrate of Soda on your Corn
and Cotton.

ACkt.C.11161 Sons
East State Line

MEIN

ovvoosanis •

Phone 202 - 602

On Saturday evening following
the rehearsal for the Worley Easterling wedding at the First
Baptist Church, Mrs. B. R. Easterling, mother of the groom-elect
was hostess at an attractively
planned supper at the Park Terrace Restaurant.
For the dinner the bride-elect
chose from her trousseau a summer cotton in a delicate shade of
yellow. The dress was designed
along modified shirtwaist, lines
with embroidered flowers extending the entire length of the dress.
Her accessories were white.
The guest list, restricted to the
wedding party included Miss
Worley and Rev. Easterling, Miss
Gladys Worley, Miss Helen Worley, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Oliver,
Miss Marilyn McKendree, Mrs. J.
U. McKendree, Mrs. Flynn Powell, Ronnie Miller, Rev. and Mrs.

Ferry-Morse Honors
Two Employees At
Dinner In Fulton
Two long time employees of
the Ferry-Morse Seed Company
were honored at a special dinner
given at the Park Terrace last
Friday night
The two guests of honor were
Louis J. Stoving, St. Louis, who
has been with the company 51
years, and George Siggens, Detroit, who has worked with Ferry
Morse for 20 years.
Rex Grabill, Mountain View,
California, and Harry H. Hobbs,
retired vice president of Detroit,
were in Fulton for the dinner and
were on the main program.
Several other company officials
from out-of-town were also present

'
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Package Plan Of
Insurance For All
R

DEATHS

HOSPITAL NEWS

Linda McKinney

Mrs. Betty Williamson
Mrs. Betty Dasher Williamson,
43. wife of former Fultonian, Carl
Williamson, died at the U. S.
Army hospital in San Antonio,
Texas Monday night, June 25.
Death came following a long illness and she became suddenly
worse at her home in Valdosta,
Ga., Sunday night and was flown
to the hospital in San Antonio.
Her husband was enroute by
car to San Antonio and did not
get news of his wife's death until
this morning, when he arrived
there.
Funeral services were in Valdosta.
Besides her husband, M. Sgt.
Williamson, who is stationed at
Moody Field, Valdosta, she leaves
her mother, a sister and two brothers. She was the daughter-inlaw of Mrs. T. E. Williamson of
Fulton and was well known here.

Cloys Hobbs,PCA
Manager To Make
European Tour

sociation for 20 years. serving as
field office manager of vie Bardwell Office for 4 years and the
remainder of the Unit, as general
manager.
The purpose of Proaucuon Credit is to finance agriculture.

Near - Tragedy At
Stephens Lake

Jim Bennett, Chicago, Illinois,
was the victim of a near-tragedy
Carol McKinney, 20Linda
at Stephens Lake north of FulThe following persons were month-old daughter of Mr. and
CONGRATULATIONS!
ton, Sunday afternoon. Bennett
ligilton hoshruee ur
isnts in they trnrn
p aie
l
Mrs. William B. McKinney, died
who was found after being under
etailers In Force
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Taylor of
late Wednesday, June 27, at her
the water for nearly eight minWater Valley are the proud parhome in Clinton.
Hospital
Hillview
utes, was given mouth-to-mouth
A new package insurance plan
ents of a 5 pound 3 ounce baby resuscitation by lake owner Frank
She was the granddaughter of
for retail store owners in Kengirl born at 9:25 a. m. Thursday
Irvin Shaeffer, 'Janice Vaden,
Minasian and was revived before
tucky has been approved by the Henson Jones, Mrs. Nettie Miller, Mr. and Mrs. George Copeland
morning. She is their fourth
the ambulance arrived.
State Department of _insurance. Mrs.,Susie Hillman, all of Fulton; of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Will
child.
Insurance Commissioner W. T. Mrs. Harold Ross. South Fulton; McKinney of Pryorsburg.
Bennett, who is visiting friends
Services were held at 2 p. m.
Hoekensmith said the new plan, J. T. Puckett, Dukedom: Joe
in Mayfield, was at the lake
HONORED!
which combines several types of Parchman, Clinton; Irvin Stev- Thursday at Little Mission Holiwith friends. He apparently wadcoverage in one policy, may pro- ens, Fort Worth, Texas: Mrs. ness Church at Mayfield, with
re- ed into water over his head, and,
Mary
Cayce,
Attebery,
Miss
duce premium savings up to 15 T. C. Taylor and baby, Water Val- Clyde Speed and Bert Utter ofceived a special citation from being unable to swim, he went
ficiating. Burial was in Calvary
per cent to the individual merch- ley,
President Kennedy last week, down.
cemetery.
ant desiring the combination of
honoring the memory of her
coverages in place of separate
He was found by Minasian after
Besides her parents and grandbrother, Julian Geens, a veteran
FULTON HOSPITAL
policies.
two
sisters,
parents. she leaves
of both World Wars. Geens died a short search and after he was
The so-called multi-peril insurMrs. -Milton Calliham, Norman Peggy and Ann Marie; two broin May.
revived, he was taken to the
ance plan will cover small- gro- Davis, Mrs. Annie Oliver, Mrs. thers, Harold Wayne and Bobby
Fulton hospital. His condition
ceries and bakeries plus hard- Mace McDade,
Mrs. Archlie Joe.
was listed as satisfactory.
Go To Church
ware. furniture, clothing and de- Hornsby. Mrs. Sam Jackson, Mrs.
Hockensmith
CLOYS HOBBS
partment stores.
Daisie Grady, all of Fulton; Louis
said.
Burke, Mrs. Lonie Anderson, Mrs.
Cloys A. Hobbs, Mayfield, KenBasically. the policy covers fire, J. H. Hale. Mrs. Tommy Reams,
Marvin B. Nolen, 73, member tucky, general manager of the
windstorm, hail, explosion, riot, James Anderson, all of Fulton,
Production
Thomas Bartley (Tominy) Aus- of a pioneer Fulton family and Jackson
Purchase
riot attending a strike, civil com- Route 3; Virginia Wright, Mrs.
Rt. 2, died life long resident .of Fulton, died Credit Association, will tour
vehicle and George Wright, Jr.. both of Co- tin, 88, of Dukedom.
motion, aircraft,
suddenly of a heart attack at at 9 o'clock Wednesday night, Europe this summer with a group
smoke, along with general liabili- lumbus; Susan Burrow, Fulton,
3:20 p. rn Friday, June 29. He June 27, at Jones hospital after of other agricultural leaders and
ty and surety coverages.
Route 5; A. W. Burgess, Mrs. was stricken while mowing the an extended illness.
farmers of Kentucky.
include Julie Moore, both of Fulton, grass at Pinegar cemetery, near
coverages
Optional
He was born in Fulton on May
They will leave New York InWingo,
Elliott,
Bill
1;
Route
his home.
business interruption losses, loss
9, 1889, the son of the late I. B- ternational Airport on June 14 for
Peeples,
Eren
Mrs.
1;
-Route
of rent, comprehensive swims
and Elizabeth Good Nolen.
a twenty-two day tour which will
Born in Graves County, KenMrs, Lela Jones,
coverages, boiler and machinerf, South Fulton;
He was a member of the First Include England, France, Poland,
the
was
he
1893,
9.
August
Hickman;
Hagan,
tucky,
John
Clinton;
liglass coverage, personal injury
Soviet Russia. They
Crutchfield; Harry son of the late Thomas Bartley Methodist Church and Marshall Hungary, and
ability and elavator collision. The Chester Wade,
Alexander Post of the American will visit cities, industries, and
Austin.
Dallas
Mrs.
Virginia
and
3;
Route
Martin.
Bushart,
new combination policy is availfarmers and meet and talk with
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Legion.
insurance Glen VanPoole, Clinton, Route 4;
most
able through
Austin
Mrs. government officials and other
sister,
James
son,
a
a
Austin,
include
Route
Survivors
Fulton,
Essie
Smith,
Jessie
Mrs.
$24.95 now $17.95
agents in Kentucky, Hockensmith
$10.95 now $ 8.95
of Paducah; two grandchildren. Hatie Bennett of Fulton; a bro- groups.
4.
said.
$29.95 now $19.95
This tour is being organized un$12.95 now $ 9.95
Vichael and Linda; a brother, ther, Will Nolen of Duendin, Fla.,
Bobby Austin, Mayfield, Star two nieces, Mrs. Roland Bailey of' der the sponsorship of the People
$35.00 now $22.95
$14.95 now $11.95
JONES HOSPITAL
Route; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Memphis and Mrs. J. S. McAfee to People Travel Program which
now $25.00
$39.95
$12.95
now
$17.95
EisPresident
by
originated
was
Witt
Wingo. Mrs. Bessie
of Landsdun, Pa., a great niece
Mrs. Eura Alexander. Norman Frields of
thirteen
now $29.95
$45.00
Approximately
enhower.
$12.95
now
VinEuda
$17.95
and Mrs.
and great nephew.
Houston. Mrs. Robert Bell, W. W. of Dukedom,
similar groups • from other states
Dukedom, and several
of
cent
now $39.95
$55.00
$14.95
afFriday
held
now
were
$19.95
Services
and
Mr.
Fulton;
of
all
Etheridge,
visit Europe this summer.
ternoon at 4 p. mi at the Horn- will
s Fiee'n Murphy, Fulton, Route nieces and nephews.
$16.95
now
$22.95
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mission
this
of
purpose
The
Knob
of
member
He was a
beak Funeral Home. Rev. W. T.
5: Mr. and Mrs. John Matthews,
in person and learn to
Creek Church of Christ, where
Rev. Truett Miller of- to meet
Fulton. Route 4; Mrs. Ada Ross, services were held Sunday at 2:30, Barnes and
know about the lives of our Euroficiated. Interment by Hornbeak
Dukedom:,W. E. Chambers, Mar- Brother Charles Wall, minister, Funeral Home was in Fairview peen neighbors and to spread a
All vocational 11011112
message of goodwill in the hope
was in Cemetery.
tin. Route 3: Mrs. Bill Duncan officiated. interment
will
County
teachers in Fulton
that little by little mistrust based
Pinegar cemetery.
Clinton.
baby,
and
Bob
were:
pallbearers
of
period
Active
a
for
continue to work
on falsehood will give way to inBitiford, Tom Maddox, Joe Ben- ternational understanding based
time after school closes. The purRobert
and
Atkins
nett,
Smith
teachers
ecomonics
poses of home
on truth.
Lamb.
working are: to follow up instrucEleven days will be spent bethe
initiate
and
B.
tions; to plan
Members of the Alorman
hind the iron curtain with most of
well
Clark,
Dumas
Beulah
intructional
the
of
pallvarious phases
Daniel class were honorary
this time being spent in Soviet
known colored resident, died at bearers.
program: to become acquainted
Russia. The group will visit BudaSouth FulStovall,
18
home,
her
of
fainilics
and
homes
tic
the
v.
pest, Hungary; Warsaw, Poland;
ton at 1:45 a. m. Saturday. June
-iittients and prospective students,
and Moscow and Kharkow, RusAI: in,. of the sermons for 23.
and to bring about a butter undersia. In Moscow they will visit the
Services were held at Mt. Olive
standing of the home economics Sunday at the South Fulton BapKremlin where they will intertist Church will be taken from Baptist Church Thursday. June 28
•
proaram.
Mrs. Margaret Shelton Jeffress, view government officials and visit
Psalms 75 through 97. -Discover- at 4 o m The Rev .1. D Thomas wife of Richard Jeffress
of the Tomb of Lenin and the UkOne of the requirement for
inc The True Focus Of Life" officiated. interment was at Cedar
approved vocational home. eco- will be the subject for the 8:30 Hill cemeterr; Cottage Grove, Crutchfield, Route 1, died Tues- raine, Break - basket of Soviet
nomics program in Kentucky is ,) m service The Psalmist offers Tenn. Vancierford Funeral Home day morning at ,, hospital in Russia.
Hoekinsville.
that all vocational home economies! a method to bring a vision of was in charge.
Hobbs was given an opportunity
teachers must be employed for at things into a sharp and true focus.
Survivors includ, her husband, to make this trip because of heShe was born in Henry County,
least one month beyond the regu-! Subtle forms of temptation.; per- Tenn.. the daughter of the late two daughters, Carol and Belin- position as manager of the ProALL SALES FINAL - CASH - NO REFUNDS
lar school term. Some of this timcl petually appearing, brings mist Hugh and Don Olive.
da. three brothers. Woodrow Shel- duction Credit Association. He has
Survivors are two sons and ton of Fulton. Macon Shelton of been In the employment of the as- IlliMMOMMEMEMEMMEMEMilr
• may be used 'prior to the opening, and doubt into life. The method of
of school in the fall.
focus offers a point of vision, three daughters.-Wilmus Dumas Fulton and Jim Shelton of Zaneswhich everything shall be of Mayfield, Roy L. Clark of ville, Ohio: a Ister, Mrs. LeonIf yrei desire help on any home- from
Myrtle ard Duke of Route 1, Water ValMiss
Pensacola. Fla.
clear, and well defined.
sharp
or
write
may
you
problem
making
The 10:55 a, m. service will , Clark of Chicago, Mrs. Lorraine ley and several nieces and nepc.:11 Miss Agnes Sublette, Cayce
Of! Smith of Chicago. Mrs. Bessie L. hews. She was a member of
with "A MOuntain
Kentucky, or Mrs. C. K. Davis deal
Cummings of South Fulton; a sis- Crutchfield Methodist church.
from Psalm 91.
Ifirkmitn. Ky. between now and Strength"
ter, Mrs. Mamie Blackwell of
Funeral services were held toJiini• 30.
p.
The evening service at 6:00
Gary, Ind.; nine grandchildren, day (Thursday) t 2 p. m. at the
Thi, wee]: the two teachers, in. will be of special interest to
six great grandchildren; four Crutchfield. Methodist Church
along,with two Future llomemak- Young People.. t -The Beauty of nieces and four nephews.
with Rev J. F. McMinn officiatAmerica. Sae Jean Sublett Holiness"
title.
sermon
the
- - - ing. Burial was in Pleasant View
and Catherine Ann Jones, are in Psalm 96 provides for worship,
Memorial Gardans with Whitnel
TI el mond. Keefaricy attending the beauty, and holiness that is not
efaineral Home in charge of arState Convention of the organiza- fir decoration hut as an intrinsic
rangements.
tion.
vi LW. it is the shining forth of
Noah Norman, Sr., member of
even
makes
that
character
inner
The total number of out-of-state sackcloth beautifi.! and builds a Fulton pioneer family, died at
•
to visit Kentucky in glory into the most ordinary 7 p. m. Friday, June 29. at a hospital in Montgomery, Ala.
Ifeal
nine million, one million things of life.
He was horn in Fulton in 1875
oV('i I!09. These visitors traveled
The Sunday School is sponsor- and was married to Miss Martha
in passengern thrcc
.Tanet Elaine Anderson. Owensing a plan for Summer Sunday Mtirchison in 1899. They tele!tticky.
Revival in the church. Special , limited their 63rd wedding anni, boro; David Ed-ard Fields. Hickman and Lusarne Lilly, Murray.
r;'used effort i.: being made to versary on March 29, 1962.
Survivors include his wife and have been awarded alumni scholkeep the attendant e growing durE
RUPTUR
five children, Noah Norman, Jr., arships to Murray State College
1 rhe New Sent 4:unat Invention ing the summer.
and Mrs. Fred Cunningham of for next year.
Sutheriand's "MD" Trues
• The public is invited to attend Anna, Illinois, Mrs. Wilson TayMiss Andersor, is valedictorian
No Od.:is
aII the - services.
lor and Mrs, John T. Bryan of of her graduating class at OwensCity Drug Co., Fulton
Montgomery and Mrs. C. R. John- boro Senior High; School. The dauNo Belts - No Straps son of Monroe, Mich.
ghter of Mr. aratelVirs. George C.
Go To Church
He had been a resident of Mont- Ariderson. 1781 Booth Avenue,
gomery for the past 40 years. He (Swensboro, she was a member of
was a brother-in-law of Mrs. Etta the National Honor Society, many
Norman of Fulton and Mrs. Ella music groups, and the pep club at
Jonakin, Fulton, Route 5. He was Senior High. She will study
a member of the Methodist chemistry at Murray.
Church in Montgomery.
Fields, who ranked third in his
Funeral services were Sunday graduating class at Fulton County
July 5th-61h & 7th
at 3 p. m. in Montgomery Ala.
High School, is the son of Mr. and
Mr. Norman attended the "Old Mrs. James Edward Fields, HickTimers Day" during the Fulton man. He was a member of the
Clearance Sale of-Spring & Summer Merchandise.
Centennial in 1959.
school annual staff, the band,
All Suits and Coats Reduced 1-2 Price.
chorus, and various academic and
extracurricular clubs at Fulton
County. He will atudy pre-engineering at Murray.
Rupert Hicks
for
Services
Miss Lilly, who will study pre$24.95 - $19.95
$ 8.95
$10.95
Phelps, 48, Burnette Implement medicine, is the daughter of Mr.
$24.95
$29.95
$12.95 - $10.95
employe, were held Monday af- and Mrs. George Lilly of Murray.
$35.00-$26.95
ternoon at 3 p. m. at Mt. Zion She is valedictorian of her grad$14.95 - $11.95
Church. The pastor, Rev. George uating class and is a National
$39.95-$29.95
$17.95 - $14.95
Now is the time for all Americans to become active partners in defendKrieg, officiated. Interment by Merit Scholarship semi-finalist,
$45.00 - $35.00
$19.95 -$15.95
ing freedom. Now, during the FREEDOM BOND DRIVE, we can make our
White Funeral Home was in the finalist, and certificate of merit
winner. She was a staff member
$59.95 - $39.95
Mt. Zion cemetery.
$22.95 -'$18.95
DEFEND
dollars count, keeping our nation's economy strong.
Active pallbearers were: Nay- of both the Murray High yearFREEDOM
To help keep freedom in your future, buy an extra
BUM
lor Burnette, Charles Cannon, book and newspaper, the debating
Robes
Sweaters
SiP78
Bags
All Sportswear Clarence Carroll, Bill Crawford team, the chorus, and numerous
E or H bond during this special drive. Bonds work
BON
of Mayfield, Russell Bockman, clubs and organizations.
Reduced - Don't fail to See our Bargain Table
for a stronger America-a brighter future for you!
Burnette.
P.
W.
and
Slips
Consisting of Blouses.- GownsSign up and be counted during the FREEDOM BOND
Turkey production has become
The Masons served as honorary
Girdles-Brassieres
centralized through the past few
pallbearers. ,
DRIVE.
Mr. Phelps was killed instant- years according to William Sewell,
One Group of Summer Hats Reduced
ally in a car-truck collision east U-T Extension assistant poultryUNDERWRITE YOUR COUNTRY'S MIGHT
To 1-2 Price
of Mayfield Saturday morning, man. One-eighth of all turkeys
.Tune 30, as he and his wife and raised in the United States were
Buy an extra U.S. Savings Bond
niece were enroute to Detroit to from only five countries accordA 11 other 1-lats $2.00 - $3.00- $5.00
spend their vacation. His wife ing to the 1959 census. The 100
was injured in the accident and lepding turkey counties produced
ALL SALES FINAL
Doors Open 8:30 A. M.
• - . The U.S.Government does not pay for this advertisement. The Treasury Department
the niece escaped with minor in- over half of the 82 million turkeys
thanks The Adeertieing Conned and tali nowspapsr for their patriotin support.
produced in 1959.
juries.

Thomas B. Austin

Marvin Nolen

JULY
Clearance Sale

.

Door Open 8:30 A. M.
Thurs., July 5
DRESSES

Home Economics
Teachers Plan
Extended Work

HATS
$2.00, $3.00 & $5.00
JEWELRY
1-2 Price
COATS & SUITS
1-2 Price
Purses Reduced
TABLE OF BARGAINS

Beulah Clark

Focus On Psalms
And Practical
Living By Church

Mrs. Margaret Jeffress

CLARICE SHOPE

Tinah Norman, Sr.

Hickmar Roy Wins
Nnmni Scholarship
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Irby's Fashion Shop

Rupert Phelps

DRESSES

_

ROLIAIP YOUR SLEEVES

the FREEDOM BOND DRIVE is under way!
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WE WONT PAY

TRIPP-

(Continued from page one)

more.
The local daily newspaper referred to us in
their report of Monday's meeting as "a spectator
and non-resident" who asked why $500 was handed
to Baxter almost as a gratuity. Now we aren't going to argue with our competitors. We were spectators to the biggest free show in town every first
Monday of the month. And we do live right outside
the city limits. But in their usual style of by-passing the facts they failed to tell you that our newspaper is located in the city limits, we are the only
home-owned newspaper in Fulton, and if the facts
were analyzed we pay MORE TAXES IN FULTON
THAN DOES THE AVERAGE FULTON CITIZEN.
So we have a right to ask where our tax
money is going and have we have an equal right to
say we're not going to pay any occupational tax,
payroll tax or any kind of additional tax until we
are shown, so we can show you, that it's needed.

(Continued from page one)
city has under development.
Other business included final
approval for installment of 23
parking meters on the Illinois
Central'right-of-way on Lake St.;
renewal for 0 days of the $5,000
note due at City National Bank;
deduction of $13 for creek tax assessment from the $500 salary

JANE PARKER

Apple Pie(s:')
BLADE
Angel Food
CUT
3 85
Crisc0
ARM CUT
15. 490
Ivory Liquid
63
Fruit Jars z"v•-• C)DP: 129
9,
nn.
Lb.
C.,
6
6
Rib Roast
Beechnut
Ivory Soap P.7na' 6 410 FRYERS
25c
Zest Soap
Bar. 590
41C
INIAMS Lb.
39`
Downy
8, Canned Ham.7=-8 4.99
IC Spare Ribs 86Super
Lt,
Ivory Snow(
49c Wieners
49c 2
89c
Lunch Meat
29c Mustar
29c
2
d
Dreft Detergent
330
3•
Ketchup
55c
350
1... 290 Garden Relish
Joy Liquid 2:::.63c
35c
Oxydol
p 33
Tide Detergent Lkg.g. 750 YELLOW CORN 5 29'
Strawberries.. 3pt. 1" Blueberries
3
Blue Cheer
77C Peaches u'en...1 2..b .25C Cantaloupes
85c
Grapes
33` Pole Beans
2Lbs.29°
Nabisco
Ritz Crackers SOUPS
79c
3 Can

BAXTER(Continued from paqe one)
cooperation of the City employees, also convey by best regards
at any time you can, to the fine
Civic organizations. Church groups
and the citizens at large in Fulton.
Any time I may be of personal assistance to you Mr. DeMyer
'and your present department
heads please do not hesitate to
call me or let me know.

SALE
(Starting prices):
Good cotton
Mattresses

$4.95

Good Innerspring
$9.99
Mattresses

We deliver

Phone 64
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Now Thru Saturday
Pat Boone - In

"STATE
FAIR"
In Technicolor!
Starts Sunday

'The
pleura
can't ha
that
poodI"

BINC CROSBY
BOB HOPE
JOAN COLLINS
PANAMA&

FRANK'S

THE
110All '1'0
1.10NC
MING

i3

35C2C:

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

Seal Caps

1st 3
Ribs
7-In. Cut

_ Doi

Baby
(Strained)
Food .(

Super Right
Smoked
12 To 18 Lb.

Fabric,
Ito Ott
33-0z.
Softener..( Deal) Bet
Lg.
tri-Oz.
Pkg. 34c

Mr

Cut-Up, Spilt
)
Whole
Or Quartered
Lb.
Lb. 00c

Inspected_

Bars

Most of Kentucky's 100th Division will be returning to civilian
life earlier than expected under
provisions of a plan announced
last week.
A total of about 1,100 men will
leave Fort Chaffee August 1. It
was announced in April that the
entire division would depart for
Kentucky by August 11.
The revised timetable calls for
another 700 men, including those
from this area, to leave Fort Chaffee August 7. The last group will
leave August 11 and will include
about 1,000 men.
Leaving August 1 will be the
397th and 399th Regiments and
the first and second battalions of
the 400th Regiment. The remainder of the 400th, including the
third battalion and the regimental
headquarters, and
the 398th
Regiment will leave August 7. The
last units to leave will be division
headquarters, separate companies
of the division, and the 100th
Regiment.
There will be a small advance
party returning to Kentucky in
late July to prepare for the rettilm
of the main body.
Release dates of individuals will
generally be four or five days after the Fort Chaffee departure
dates. Returning with the 3.000
Kentucky membe s of the 100th
Division will be about 3.000 dependents now living in the Fort
Craffee area.

Whole, Half )
Shank
Or Butt Portion
Portion
Lb. 49c

S
3 Zbesr

Lb.

Varieties.R ight 8p kOgz..

PALE

CAPNI JOHN

DETERGENT

ANN PAGE

18 0z.

Pkg.

I r

:
S
FNLV ET

ti.

EARS

Pt'. "

27
Size.... 3Fo;

White Seedless
or Rod

Campbells
Veg. Varieties

ARISTOCRAT

(t

(

PUFFIN
BISCUITS

•••••••

Mix or Match
)6
Lesser Quantities
Cs'
Sold At Reg. Retails

(4-Pak Saltines

1-Lb.190
Crackers
Box
STACK)
12-0Z.32, Scottie
s Tissues
Lot g;27c
PACK
BOX
Prune Juice 1-3aelry
Etti. 39c
Pineapple
.
99c
;
..
Beverages luukbon •1312-0
;1.00

Local Man Hurt In
Tractor Mishap

MARVEL-ALL

FLAVORS

Ice Cream .

65c

Pure Vegetable Shortening

5c
37c
Char. Briquets 20 Lib,, 99c
Evap. Milk
6
Armour'S
Lunch Meat

6 CANS 49,
OF 10

American,
Pimento
or Swiss

.1.te
uso

Is Cth

rClip Valuable Coupon and Save!
4.
ALP Mews Ss•i
COUPON t Yrs
A
PILLSBURY

HASH

BROWN

POTATOES
T I-

12-0z.
Pkg.

With

Coupon

Good

SUNNYFIELD GRADE AA

Adults

65c
CriscoShortening3 85C
Bollards Flour PlaIn..5 570
Buffer

93 Scorn

CONE Sit

Salted Qtrs.... Lb

chru

Sat.. July

7th
orr Customer

YOU'LL $AvE AT Atte

-

BUY U.S.
SAVINGS
BONDS

Can

Reynolds Wrap

Lb.
Bag

HOUSEHOLD FOIL

t

HEAVY
DUTY

18”x25'
X ROLL

WHERE YOU BANK OR WORM

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., JULY 7TH
THE GREAT ATLANTIC 1. PACIFIC TEA
COMPANY, INC.

25 FT. 31,
ROLL

or DISTILLED

630

ood Stores

AMERICA'S DIPINDAIll 1000 MERCHANT MCI JOSS

Premium Duz
DETERGENT

Be SPEASIfic...Always Ask for SPEAS I

12-0z. A
Can .
1

%I.xt,..1

A
Vr
i em
nnj
arl:l
4-a
Onrs
"
b.1 2 C
.

MEL-0-BIT SLICED

Cheese

Lb. A7e

dexo
s
Tareuegte
i

Lb

VINEGARS

e

E3

FISH STICKS OR
FISH PORTIONS

For The Best Pickles

APPLE CIDER

P,
L

12-01.
Bottle

4:
P

Month!

SUPER RIGHT SKINLE ,,S
1-Lb.
Pkg.
ANN PAGE

Right

ANN

•

Lb.

It's National Hot Dog

Giant
31.6 Oz.
Box
Large

•

Ist
Ribs

Lb.75c

SI i-Os. 630
Jars

U.S.D.A.

Reservists Due
Back To State
In Mid-August

Harry Bushart, Martin. Route4. was seriously injured Wednesday in a tractor accident on his
farm.
He reportedly was standing on
the ground when he started his
tractor. The vehicle was in gear
and ran over him.
He suffered a fractured collar
bone and fractured ribs. He was
taken to the Fulton Hospital.

Lb.
Can

Shortening

R.

FOURTH STREET
FURNITURE STORE

lb.39

Ring
(Savo 10e) Its. 3191t

I am rendering this resignation
in plenty of time so that you may
make any adjustments that I
may assist in until a City Manager is appointed.
This letter is rendered after
receipt of July salary paid in advance.
Yours truly,
Baxter, City Mgr.
BRB/ms

Used Mattress

gas shells with the'City of South! page 5
The Fulton News, Thursday, July 5, 1q62
Fulton; voting an atnendment to
the planning and zoning ordiance the
other creating adoption of the budget, construction (if curbs an,
setting a minimum of three feet
between new buildings construct- National Building Code, defined, gutters on Court Drive, sewei
ed; and approval of official re- at the meeting as a necessary' construction in Meadowviyw sub
ports and payment of current step in the Federal Housing pro- division, and gas service improvements to Ferry-Morse and llinoi
bills: adopted two ordinances, one gram.
Central facilities.
levying local taxes at the present
Issues on which action was derate with the exception of a 50c
ferred included the proposed ocreduction in the creek tax, and cupational tax, adoption of
Oss To Church

SUPER-RIGHT QUAL1TY:BEEF,

During the troubles that led to
the War of 1812, Henry Clay of
Kentucky called for the capture
of Canada from the British, declaring that this could be accomplished by the Kentucky Militia
alone.
Go To Church

due City Tax Assessor Gordon
Baird; acceptance of the deed to
the mausoleum at Fairview Cemetery from the present owners
with $500 for repairs; reading of
a letter of disapproval from
Tennessee state officials concerning the building of a lagoon in
Tennessee servicing the city of
Fulton, Kentucky; approval of
sharing half the cost of new tear

•

124)L
Pko.

554r

Dash
DETERGENT
Giant
S-Lb 214-0x.
Box

I

78° I

Spic & Span
CLEANER
115-0z.
Box

99C

Comet

Mr Clean

CLEANSER

2 14-"31
Cans

C

ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER
2fi Oz_
L
Bottl• 0
1 94

-.71•1111.1
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Mrs. Charles Lowe •

Around and About
Our Town

• CHESTNUT GLAM.. • DUKEDOM RT. 2
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

Mrs. Harvey Vatignit

Cuba.
Mrs. Bertha Rickman shopped in
Fulton one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Sisk have
returned to their home in Wyandotte, Michigan after a week and
a half vacation in Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Taylor of
Detroit were guests of his brother
0. F. and Mrs. Taylor awhile
Saturday.

is a nice addition to the com(Last Week)
munity.
(Last Week)
The Revival meeting will beThe nice rains we had Sunday
Building is going up rapidly on
The very fine showers that
Mrs. Carey Friel& 0
Sunday at Chappell Hill.
next
gin
the new home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Rev. Adams, former pastor at
have fallen in this community and Monday were greatly apprecBy Ruby Niplalet
W. Bynum. All framing is up and
during the past few days have iated by the farmers of this area.
will
Memphis,
of
now
but
Wright,
Martin,
Mansil
Mrs.
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
the top is on. The contractors are
been most welcomed. Pastures
Dresden, Route 4, and Leslie Las- hard at work to finish the 3-bed- conduct the services at night
A cherry good morning to were suffering more than other and Miss Mabel Cavender were
incordially
is
public
Monday
The
left
only.
section
siter of this
everyone!
guests in the 0. F. Taylor home
room brick home during the sumcrops for the rains.
vited.
for Akron, Ohio. where they will mer months.
Tommy Smithmier of Clinton
Mr. and Mrs. Ches Morrison Saturday night.
sympathy go
and
prayers
patia
Our
is
Burrow
Clarence
'Jacqueline.
Mrs.
of
bedside
the
attend
was
Little Pam Dublin is visiting spent Friday night and Saturday
The entire communty
Phelps and and Mrs. Bonnie Cummings left
Rupert
in
Mrs.
to
out
Hospital
County
Obion
Mr.
of
at
daughter
ent
old
six-months
morning for a visit her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. with Larry Matthews,
shocked and saddened this past
Be underwent sur- son in the tragic death of their early Sunday
and Mrs. David La*siter. The in- Friday afternoon
A. Rowland of near Lynn
when news Union City.
husband and father last Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings L.
fant is now at home and in a came of the sudden death of gery one day last week.
and Bonnie Cummings at North- Grove this week.
Mrs. John Matthews morning,
and
Mr.
cast for several months.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Williams
Tommy Austin, well-known and
field, Ohio, where they will also
Jones Clinic. Mr. MatMr. and Mrs. Noel Brisindine of beloved citizen.
Mr. Austin's are still in
We are happy to learn that attend the horse races at North- and family of Paducah called dn
Paris. Tennessee, were Sunday death was attributed to a heart thews is improvng but Mrs. Mat- Chuck Pawlukiewicz is improvaig field Park.
his granddaddy and aunt, the W. 207 Commercial
Phone 58
visitors of their_aunt, Mrs. Maud attack while he was mowing the thews suffered a light stroke in the Baptist Hospital in Memnight
Sympathy is extended to the L. Rowlands Saturday
Sunday morning.
Vincent. and the- Minnie Edward Pinegar cemetery.
phis. We hope he will be all right family of Mrs. Lucy Carney who awhile.
JAMES HAZELWOOD
Herbert Nethery of Dearborn, now and will soon be able to reVincent family in Dukedom' the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Weatherpassed away Friday after many
Mr. Austin is survived by Ilis
visiting relatives here
is
Michigan,
past Sunday.
Weaver
Mrs.
and
ford and Mr.
turn home.
months of declining health.
companion, a son, James Austin,
UAL KILLEBREVi
Rev. James Holt filled his regu- two grandchildren, three sisters for a few days. He and Mr. and
A gospel meeting and Vacation Thacker of near Wingo ate SunMiss Ludene Rushing will un- Bible School is in progress at Oak day dinner with the Oliver Tay- —Slip Covers; seat covers
lar appoindnent at .New Salem and ,two brothers, Many other Mrs. Erld Hay and Mrs. Virginia
father, Jim dergo surgery in the Baptist Hosllaptest Church the past Sunday friends and relatives mourn his Hay visited his
Grove this week. Everyone is lors.
—Upholstering (all kinds.
Nethery, who is in a rest home pital in Memphis this week. We
tt 11 a. m. Cottage prayer meet, passing.
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
invited to atend each of
modern and antique
Kentucky. Sunday wish for her a speedy recovery. cordially
Melba:
near
ngs were held last week in preand
improving
is
Hainline
Carl
Funeral services were held at
these services. Bible School, 1:30
—Draperies
The home of Mr. and Mrs. to 3:30. The evening service is at was dismissed from the hospital —Awnings, tarpaulins
paration of the summer revival Knob Creek Church of Christ by afternoon.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Barnes is a very happy 7:45 with Brother Bill Cannon recently.
•vbich higan Sunday, July 1. Rev. Bro Charles Wall, where he held
Tshum Conner were Mr. and Mrs. place this week as they had their doing the preaching.
tl Itwill be assisted Rev, Noel membership.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L, Matthews
and Mr. and Mrs, T. M. son, Norman, and Mrs. Barnes
Fl,twar-ds cif Sharon. Tennessee,
Jackson Bros. Funeral Home of J. Lay
Beecher Finch is reported to be and Larry and Mrs. A. A. Mcvisiting evangelist. The public is Dukedom had charge of the ar- Robinson of Jackson, Tennessee. and two children visiting with
preaching and
the Baptist Guire attended
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove them. Greetings to - you Norman! slightly Improved at
DUTCH MILL MOTEL
•.vittii to services held twice rangements.
in Memphis where his homecoming at Pleasant View
children were supper guests
it 10.s it RANI
Another home is a lively, hap- Hospital
at 2 p. m. and -745 p. tn.
Mrs. Aiful McClain left Sunday and
Church Sunday.
Baptist
for
critical
has
been
condition
.
Warren
Rocher
Mrs.
Mai field,
and
Philip
py place, as Mrs.
Mrs. Ed_ McClain has returned for a two weeks vacation with her of Reverend
the past several weeks.
6001') FOOB sE111'EO
RowL.
W.
niomt.:,•from TB Hospital in Mom- daughter, Mrs. W. B. Brown and Jones near Union City, Tuesday and children of Matteson, Illinois,
of
Sunday
visitors
Bobby Pate continues to imtItot•NO THE CLOCK
are visiting with her mother, Mrs.
his. great-V.A.-improved to the de- Mr. Brown in Paducah, Kentucky. night.
land and Allie were Mr.. and Mrs.
it here The Tri• eler
Patricia Cunningham of Pa- Charlie Oliver and Mrs. Mignon prove slowly.
;..ight of her many friends.
Norman Puckett of Paducah, Mr.
Mr. Hamp Qualls has returned
-tons Every Time'
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and to Fulton having been a patient in ducah spent the_ week-end with Draughan. Have a good time, all
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ray were and Mrs. L. A. Rowland of Lynn
owner
Itrrnd
of you.
!aught( r, Karen, returned several Methodist Hospital in Memphis. Paula Long.
dinner guests of Mrs. Edna Strong Grove, and Loyal Brann of near
I am expecting my children,
The young folks from Johnsons
lays ago from a week's vacation lie is greatly improved and is cono Detrot, Michigan. guests of valescing in McCalister Rest Grove enjoyed a picnic at the Mr. and Mrs. William (Bill)
tKirents. Mr. and Mrs. Corene Home in Fulton. All good wishes Park in Fulton Saturday night. Burnes and sun Joe, of Detroit,
Semi-Annual Statement
homemade ice cream and to arrive Sunday. July 7, for their.
Hastings.
are sent by his friends river this Lots of
enjoyed.
was
vacation.
cake
MurMr. and Mrs. Joe Morton,
area for a speedy recovery.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Grady of
I had such a happy surprise last
ray, Kentucky, spent Sunday
Mrs. McClain, wife of Junior
2, were guests of Mrs. Vir- Sunday afternoon, when Mrs.
Mrs.
'iere with parents. Mr. and
McClain and children, are here Route
Walter Craddock brought Mrs.
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
.1. Corbitt Rickman and attended visiting with relatives while Sgt. ginia Hay Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Roach had Willie Hall to visit with me. We
-hurch at New Salem Baptist McClain is being transferred to
Phone 37
214
Main Street
visitors for lunch last Wednesday. had a lovely time chatting toChurch.
another base of the armed forces.
Ledbetter
Clara
Mrs.
Kentucky
were
Fulton,
gether.
They
isn't
quite
Alderdice
Zula
Mrs.
She is from overseas and her
Mrs. Louis Sensing visited me
so well at the home of children, visits here are always hailed with from Granite City. Illinois, Mrs.
June 30, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Altlerdice. delight to -many friends of the Maggie Rowls of Fulton, Terry last Saturday afternoon.
Young of Nashville. and Miss
Bro. Jerald Aldridge visited
The aged and lovably lady has family.
_LIABILITIES_
__ASSETS_
Wanda June Outland of Mem- me
afternoon. He
Thursday
been confined to her room many
The absence on the part of
phis.
Smith Street
$2,037,787.69
the
at
Loans
preached
Mortgage
First
$835,320.00
Accounts
months now.
Savings
your writer last week came about
Mrs. May Roper of Route 2. Church of Christ Sunday night.
5,250.00
Book
Loans
was
Pass
few
I
a
on
days
when
visit
1,761,405.06
Accounts
Investment
Work on the Will Cook home, in
near Chapell Hill, has returned
Mrs. Louis Sensing and two of
48,400.88
F. H. A. Loans
District No. I, is about completed with relatives and friends. On after several days in Hillview her children visited relatives in
15,568.93
Investment Div. Payable
lad it is ready for occupancy. It Sunday, I spent the day in Dres- Hospital.
week.
last
Missouri
409,400.00
Gov't
Bonds
S.
U.
den, guests of the Eric Cunning34.45
Other Liabilities
Mrs. Margaret Lutz of IndiaWe are always lonely when we
99,828.13
ham family. 'Other guests were
Other Bonds
napolis. Indiana, has returned to know one of our good friends is
6,268.66
Deferred Credits
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Frields and
21,300.00
Stock in Fed. H. L. Bank
her home after a 2 weeks visit out of town. And that is true of
Mike, Los, Angeles, Calif.. Mr.
9,902.61
Advance Taxes & Ins.
with Mrs. Walter Hutchens.
last
left
who
1,351.25
Lynch
Connie
Mrs.
Charges
Deferred
and Mrs. Randall Cunningham
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson Saturday for Houston, Texas.
83,574.63
Ins.
Federal
Reserve
3,656.23
and children, Stevin and Beth
Furniture & Fixtures
of Memphis spent the weekend She accompanied her two grandBowering, Green, Ky. Mr. and
2,500.00
Reserve for Taxes
11,229.82
Prepayment FSLIC
Mr. children, Marilyn and Michael,
' Mrs. Charles L. Smith and dau- with Mrs. Johnson's parents,
55,679.21
Undivided Profits
and Mrs. Robert Rogers.
...work for you
132,049.75
home. They had had a month's
Cash on Hand & In Bank
. liter Melody.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Skaggs of ^G'acation with her and attended
After that I visited with Rev.
and Mrs. J, Lawrence McClain, Union City visited Mr. and Mrs. the Vacation Bible School at Cen$2,770,253.55
$2,770,253.55
my brother, Buton Lassiter, and William Long one night last week. tral Church. They also enjoyed
Tht7i. family of Mrs. Bud Stem the picnic. Marilyn and Michael
family, and visited in South FulThe above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
ton with my children, Mr. and honored her on her birthday are the children of Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. FALL, JR., Secretary-Treasurer.
Thursday night with a picnic at Hubert Lynch of Houston, Texas,
Mts. Doyle Frields and Karen.
where Mrs. Lynch is visiting this
I write, as many know, at odd the City Park.
Subscribed and sworn to before me a Notary Public by J. E. Fall, Jr., June 30.
Mrs, William Long was hostess week. Come back to our town
oments, but this time I forgot
H. H. MURPHY, Notary Public,
1962.
carry along my supplies, and to a Stanley party Tuesday night. again next year, children.
My Commission expires June 18, 1963
Mr. and Mrs. George Winter
re were no odd moments or A large crowd attended and a
had as their last Sunday guests,
,are time while visiting. Each good time was had by all.
,111L. I visited. I Kid an enjoyable
Mrs. Kelton Hardy was one of Mrs. Benson Erme and baby of
-.me seeing relatives and friends. the hostesses at a shower given Midway. Mi.. Ernie is a grandTuesday night at the One and All daughter'of the Winters.
Mrs. Jenaie Rauch has as her
Club for Mrs. Judith Johnson
HONOR STUDENT!
guest, Mrs. Mettle Prather, this
Phillip Jeffreas, Fulton. was Elliot.
Condensed Statement Of The Condition Of
week.
one of 125 stu :its who qualified
PCA DOLLARS ;
,d In...
Miss Janice Mayhall is a patiMrs. John Binkley is expecting
tor the sprin: sernest, r h's it
ent in the hospital with a bad case her son, James Clay, and Mrs.
cause you pay interest only on
roll at Union l'i.iv,•rsity, Jackson.1
poison vy.
Binkley, arai their daughter, next
the don.ds used and for the acTennessee. He is a junior
Mrs. Pearl Brice of Hickman, Saturday. Have a good time,folks.
tual number of days each dollar
is in use. Interest rates nre alKentucky. is visiting her sister,
Mr. and :irs. Charles Cavender
ways reasonable and rep .s.rnent
Mrs. Maggie Cape.
of Lawton. Oklahoma, are the
Accurate
is scheduled when income is at
proud pare? Is of a seven pound.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
• peak. And, when you take out
eight ounce son born Jane 16. His
WORKMANSHIP
• PCA loan, you aimmatically '4
GOOD GRADES!"name is Tivarithy Lynr. Mrs. Ca- 1
-become a rrtmnf,er of the local
At Low Cost
At the Close of Business, June 30, 1962
Linda K. Mizzen and Patsy W vender is ttt._ former Carolyn Ann I
association. See us for details.
i'‘,..stches. (Irks and Time
Williams, both of Fulton, were Boulton of Fulton.
il Pieces of Al! Rinds Accu- among the 233 students making
RESOURCES
Mrs. R. S. Campbell very
rately Repaired at Low Cost the spring quarter honor roll at
JOHN P. WILSON
quietly
her
celebrated
birthday
hv—
of
the University
Tennessee.
$ 1,045,486.64
Field Office Manager
Loans and Discounts
last Sunday. She received several
Martin Branch.
ANDREWS
nice cards and gifts. Kathryn had
Hickman. Ky. - Phone 2506
996.14
Overdrafts
a song dedicated to her. Have
Jewelry Company
Go To Church
many more Happy Birthdays.
151,694.11
Banking House, Furniture & Fixtures & Parking Lot
Mrs. Campbell,
See you next week!

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

S. P. MOORE & CO.

FIRST FEDERAL

PCA DOLLARS

The City National Bank

Stock in Federal Reserve Bank

Condensed Statement of Condition
Mrs. cisme Botidursnt

$

728,079.06
1,742,938.01
180,488.59
1,314,937.67
35,002,54
12,183.20
1,000.00

$ 4,014,629.07
LIABILITIES

Capital Stock
_.
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Deposits
Officer's Checks
Dividend Declared, Not Yet Payable
Reserves
TOTAL LIABILITIES

2,245,604.38

U. S. Government Bonds

M1111,11•10........•••••••••+••••,,,,....m•Agr

Fulton, Ky. at the Close of Business, Saturday, June 30, 1962
RESOURCES

TOTAL RESOURCES

169,958.95

Bonds and Securities
CAYCE NEWS

FULTON BANK
Cash and Due From Banks
United States Government Securities
Municipal Bonds
Loans and Discounts
Bank Premises and Parking Lot
Furniture and Fixtures
Other Assets.

4,800.00

$

100,000.00
75,000.00
88,227.50
3,703,378.26
34,714.72
4,000.00
9,308.59
4.014,629.07

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00

Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Hampton
of Eagle Mt , Calif.. were recent
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Aubry
Burns.
Capt. and Mrs. Vonnie Dunn
and son of Springfield. Pennsylvania. were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Bequette and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred McClanahan last
week.
Mr. Sid Wall and daughter.
Glenda, and Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Krodingar of Desota, Missouri,
spent last Wednesday with Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Bequette.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Cruce and
family of Detroit, Michigan, have
returned home after a visit with
his mother. Mrs. Lurline Cruce.
Mrs. J. R Inman and Misses
Donna and Dinna Bradshaw were
Friday dinner guests of Mrs.
Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Mr. and Mrs. Naylor Trees and
Mrs. Mary Trees visited Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Ammons one evening
last week.
Mrs. DePasquale and children
Anita and Paul, of New Jersey.
who have been visiting her brother Edwin Mayfield and family.
also visited Mrs. Maye Wall and
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Mrs. Toni Murphy of near Wing°, Ky., and Mrs. Lena Robertson
of Missouri spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bondurant.

814,214.26

Cash and Due From Banks
•

Other Assets. _
TOTAL

84.58

$ 4,432,839.06

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock

120,000.00

Surplus

120,000.00

Undivided Profits

146,310.19

Unearned Discount

18,483.77

Reserved For Taxes, Other Contingencies

12,638.24

Semi-Annual Dividend, No, 120

4,800.00
4,010,606.86

DEPOSITS
TOTAL

$ 4,432,839.06

We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record
Member: Federal Reserve System.
Member: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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5,320.00
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5,568.93
34.45
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2,500.00
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Rub-a-dub-dub,There's Cubs In TheTub And Christine's There Too!
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•
thinly been successful.
A little after five the next
The highlights of the evening morning, we heard Riley Allen
Our State Traffic Safety de- unnecessary to worry. The boys row, chaperon for Cabin No. 5, seventy hungry ones.
It is with a touch of sadness and
were the presentation of the outside
cabin saying, "Get up
a tear in my eye that I write this partment had made perfect ar- quickly took care of the situation told us what happened down
About 9:30 Saturday morning, Webelos award to Max Omar and quick, Shin. Lawrence is sick,
seventh and possibly my last ac- rangements all along the way. themselves by two or three in there. His group of experienced the phone rang, and I happened to
count of Cub Scout camp. Oh, We only flubbed once. We failed each cabin volunteering to take third-year boys were telling some answer. It frightened me a little the Eagle Scout badge to Den and we can't find the pancake
don't get the wrong idea! Fulton to pick up our escort at Murray, turns on the floor in sleeping scary stories to the first-year boys when that familiar voice of Mar- Chief Terry Williamham. Terry, mix." Chief Lawrence Yates is
a member of Troop 42. had com- the handyman who always helps
will always have a topnotch Cub but the nice Murrayans sat and bags.
who were bunking with them. Of garet Winsett said, "Fulton callpleted his Eagle requirements with breakfast and, under his
Pack, and I plan to stay around waited as we drove right through
At 12:20, bunks were made, and course, the lights were on, be- mg!" Before we leave for camp,
for a long time, but it's time to the red lights. A State Patrolman the More than one hundred Cubs cause you don't dare to turn off we give the camp phone number several weeks ago but had not guiding hand, things run smoothgotten his award. He was in full ly. His "chocolate allergy" had
put the "old horse" out to pas- was waiting at the bridge to hold and fourteen Den Chiefs gathered the lights until the stories are to each parent
left behind to use uniform, and the Cubs were very shown up on Saturday night, and
ture, so you may have a new traffic while we crossed and at the flag pole to watch with finished. He looked over at the "only
in case of 'an emergency." impressed by the many merit he was unable to appear for
scribe next year.
turned into "Holiday Restaurant." awe and reverence as the flag bed of one of the eight year olds, The call was for Dr.
Ragsdale badges which he has earned. breakfast duty. litniaever, there
Our camp on the first week-end It was good to stretch our legs was raised by Helton Burcham's but all he could see was a mound who always goes along with us
Catherine was a proud mother as was, no cause for alarm because
of blanket shaking like it had a as our camp doctor. I waited
of June was the largest. and I and have refreshments, but the Den 10.
by 7 it .M., Pete Hayes, Charles
When the lunch call was made chill. Next year, that little fellow around to see if anything had hap- she stood next to her son.
believe the best, in the history of personnel of the restaurant must
Another surprise of the evening WalWer, Bill Fenwick, Randall
Pack 40. The Lord smiled on us have felt that a tornado had at 12:30, it took no effort to get will probably be the bravest one pened to our loved ones back
came when Den 12 was called to Burcham, Riley Allen, Joe Treas.
with beautiful sunshine as we struck. When we were ready to the group into the mess hall. Each telling a frightening ghost story. home, but I heard him say, "Yes,
the front. Elisabeth Burrow and Louis Weidts, and Morgan Omar
I heard by way of grapevine get everything ready for surgery
congregated at 8 A. M. on the be on our way, our patrolman boy had broUght a sack lunch, and
Betty Jean Vowel] are the Den were ready to sem,. fruit joicq.
morn of June 1. Excitement was there to stop traffic while we it was like a big family picnic. that two Den Chiefs, Andy Batts at once, and I will be there."
Mothers of this group. As you' cerehl, thiee hundn 1 fifty panThe boys ate their own lunches, and Greg Williamson, decided to
reigned as the little first year reformed our motorcade.'
I quickly counted the hours know, Elisabeth and Robert -are cakes, and the sarrie number of
He radioed to the Cadiz city but the dads nosed around and be nice and go over to the little between that time and one
Cubs searched for the auto which
o'clock moving to Clinton, so Betty and sausages.
would take them to their first policemen, and they were waiting sampled many lunch boxes.
girls' cabin to entertain them and wondered if ,his poor patient
the boys had a going-away gift for
We want to publicly thank Mr
On our schedule, we had a rest with a ghost story. The idea sort would lie there waiting while he
Cub camp and many new experi- on the outskirts of their city.
Elisabeth, Betty had prepared a Brundige of Brundige Sausigu
ences Moms and Dads seemed a They, in turn, notified the Prince- period listed from 1 to 2 P. M. of backfired, because, as the story fought the week-end traffic to
sweet presentation speech, hilt Company for his kind:: 'as to ill(
little shaken when they realized ton police, and they escorted us It's a strange thing that every goes. Andy and Greg got more Fulton. However, Dr. John had a
she was only able to say. "We Cubs. For four of fitie years, hi
that they were expected to say through their town. There are so activity on our schedule always scared than the girls. The little different idea. Stanley Jones had
want you to have this little tok- has given thirty=five ',pounds oi
goodbye with a handshake instead many turns and curves in Prince- falls easily into place except the girls plan to have some real scary gone to camp in his plane, so
en-." There was. not a dry i•ye good Brundige saut,ige to serve 'at
of a warm hug and kiss. After ton, I am sure some of us would rest period. How do you'getmore stories to tell the Den Chiefs at at 11:45, Stanley, the doctor.
Mor- among the ones who have worked camp. Thinking lw hail been genall, the boys who, until that day, have ended up in Florida and than one hundred eight to ten the next camp.
gan Omar, and Jim Hicks flew with Robert and Elisabeth. Ful- erous enough. I picked up the
had been their eight-year-old some in Washington had we not year old boys to.stop at one time?
When the boys were bedded back to Fulton. Dr. John assisted
ton's loss is certainly Clinton's sausage when he was not :it tilt
If you have any foolproof ideas, down for the night, most of the in the appendectomy and
babies, were now young men had- their assistance.
the ar- gain!
plant and charged it to the CL
As we neared Dawson Springs, I am sure the camp leaders for adults gathered at the mess hall
going into a new world.
rival of a future little Cub Scout,
While we were having lbi Scouts. That
afternoon. M.
we saw the familiar flashing red next year would appreciate your to take care of some chores
for
while
Stanley
plumber
fixed
a awards
ceremony. %wren,. Brundige came to me with tht
The first thrill of the trip was light waiting for us. We were suggestions.
the next day. The breakfast crew leaky pipe at the hospital.
They
ticket
and emphatically stated
Yates. Riley Allen, Oti.Lecorm
leaving town escorted by the already following the police withFrom 2:00 to 3:30 P. M., the broke dozens and do/ens of eggs ate lunch at camp,
made the one James Green. and Pete BytiN that the Cubs were to have'Naucity police car with the light in the city limits when a thought- first and second
year boys had to be scrambled, mit the bacon in hundred thirty mile trip home
every
sage
year for :imp as
to
popped'
had
tubs full of porwer.
flashing and siren wailing. I am less young man tried to pull into handicraft
period while the third the pans ready for i•ooking and take care of their professional
gift from 1km, Thai k.,t, Mrl Brun After popcorn and cold drin'.
sure that the driver of each car our motorcade, failed to make it, and fourth year
boys swam, hunt- organized the kitchen for five duties, and got back to
camp in the boys stint to their. nine
dice!
carrying such precious cargo as and crashed into the trunk of ed mussel
shells, and threw sea- o'clock breakfast call. Others time for our Saturday
night That night, there were no gi- our young sons whispered a pray- Cubmaster Charles Walker's car. weed.
We also want to Nete•-s Our
The
handicraft group wrapped potatoes in foil and put cook-out. We truly are living in
a gles, no talking. and no gho,
er for protection and askeg that The fellow, seeing that the tar painted
. thanks to. Pure Milk Company.
plastic foam totem poles, the hams in to bake for Saturday -jet age," aren't we?
stories.
With
a
we be brought home safely.
sigh
of complete Each year, they furnish a truck tr
was in the hands of a "woman and there were really some mas- lunch.
When they returned to camp, happiness and exhaustion, each carry our supplies to camp. Peodriver," made some smart re- terpieces. The most enthusiastic
When we got out our picnic they were full of all the news
boy
at
fell
asleep
as
soon' as he ple are so kind to the Fultor
mark about why she was driving member of th group was young lunches at noon, Jimmie
Yates. a home. The best news we heard crawled under his blanket.
seoutim.., movement
and the
so slowly. Emily, in her impres- Tom Shupe. the two-year-old son very hungry growing teen-ager,
was that Fulton was getting a
leaders really. appreeittle t'verysive manner, informed him that of Buddy and Catherine. Tom sat suggqted that we did
The
leaders met
not need badly needed rain.
the diriirnt thing that is done.
we were in' a police-escorted through the period, humming and the German Chocolate and
StrawI understand Ihcre was a dis- hall to discuss ,dans for the summotorcade. He began to calm. singing as he painted, and asking berry -cakes which we tdok
Following breakfic.t on Sunday
with appointed 'mommy" in Fulton mer and next year.' Theri7is
down. About that time, one of our no help from anyone. I think he us. About 11 P. M.. I
found out that day. When Morgan Omar got never a time when Ciibbing is riot mondr.g. Ow boys, their •faces
fathers, Attorney Randall Burch- may be a future Leonardo da the reason for his suggestion,
washed and hair•emnbed for thi
in town, he telephoned his wife in our minds, and phins must be
am, walked up and said in a very Vinci or Rembrandt.
time since leavinq home or
Suddenly we were surrounded by Josephine to tell her about
their constantly made. About 11:1O. Friday. assembled for Sunday
legal-like manner, "Son, I beOur storekeeper, Randall ten or twelve young fellows call«I trio. She
hastily asked her boss the meeting adjourned, and the School. The
lieve you are in need of a law- Burcham, opened the concession Den Chiefs. They were
minister from tht.
ready to if she might leave work, rushed mess hall was cleaned and made
yer!" This remark really changed stand from 3:30 to 4 P. M., and cut the cakes for a bedthne
First Baptist Church of Dawson
snack! home and packed her bag to re- ready for the next day
the boy's attitude. Luckily, no one each boy was permitted to buy a it is amazing what growing
Springs came out to take charge
boys turn to ramp with them. What
was hurt, and we were truly candy bar and cold drink. Did can do to a couple of
One by one, the mothers,
of the service, Ili
topic was
cakes so disappointment when she learned
thankful for that
TO HELP PROTECT
"goodnight" and went to their re- t'There Is a Lad ili.re." and he
you know that you can still buy a quickly. They certainly did not that there were
four in the plane spective
used
the story• of the la, i with Iht..
cabins. Complete quiet
When we reached West Ken- 5c drink and 5c candy bar? You go to bed hungry.
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
and no room for her!
had fallen over West Kentucky loaves and fishes, lie spoke of
tucky 4-H Camp, boys sprang can at the Cub Scout store! Of
Donna Homra and Elisabeth
Ann and John Ragsdale's young
You've been hoping for • for4-H
of youth he It
type
Camp,
the
when _suddenly there
from every direction to rush to course, you lose money at those Burrow acted as co-I ustesses for son-.
thii
mula like this
Jimbo, wh% will soon be of was a
extra poblood curdling scream. No. lad to be. lie pictured him as a
the cabin assigned them. They prices, but you make little boys our little party that night. For a Cub
tency to support a positive sense
Scout age, walked up to there
boy
like
our
were
scouts—trustworthy.
two blend curdling
.iust had to get there first to stake happy.
few moments, we relaxed with Randall Burcham and
at well-being and mental alertasked, "Are screams, in
their claim on an upper bunk.
ness. It provides important lipounison. Listening in- loyal,, helpful, friendly, courteous.
From 4 to 5 P. M., the Wolves coffee and cake, then wearily you a Den
Chief?" Randall, won- fentlY,
tropes, as well as the more comWith my fear of heights, I shall and Bears swam while the Lions trudged off to our cabins in a dering
we recognized them as the kind, obedient, cheerful. thrifty.
what had brought on this voices
plete vitamin-mineral protection
of Den Mothers Jane Scate, brave, clean. and reverent.
never be able to understand why and Webelos painted their totem deluge of rain,
question, looked down al--Jim and and
desirable for the mature adult.
Betty Vowell. We rushed to. Swimming was the next order
an upper bunk is so thrilling.
poles. We thought that we had
Saturday morn dawned bright answered, "No." After
a moment's the door,
expecting to see them of the. day. Then came the tedious
everything we would need while and fair. I didn't hear reveille, meditation, Jimbo
said, "Well, if being carried
Upon arrival, we were inform- at camp
off by "Bloody task of sorting and packing their
until one little fellow but I did hear the knock on our you are not a Den Chief,
why are Mary" or "Mad Sarah."
ed by the camp superintendent came in
Instead. clothes. Cabins were cleaned and
looking for a toothpick to door about 6:15. There stood you always giving
us
boys we saw a group of
that he couldn't squeeze the patch
mischievous Inspected.
the broken head of his Greg Williamson with a tray big- orders?"
•
necessary sixteen or seventeen
Den Chiefs scurrying toyard
totem pole. Do you know that we ger than he, coffee pot and all
Froin about in:30 nut il we broke
bunks in cottages with a capacity
During the afternoon, there %vas their cabins. Earlier in the day, camp
couldn't find a single toothpick the fixing. How delijitful it is to
at noon, there was almost
of fourteen. Since my job was
swimming. handicraft. and free a rather large, very harmless a
amongst us? Finally, one of our have coffee in bed!
constant stream of Fulton
cabin assignments, I wondered
time. Then came the treasure snake had been killed. The boy,: County
ingenious Den Mothers 'Suggested
cars arriving. Anxious
What a peaceful sight it was to
how I could fairly move two or
that he find a small twig, so he look out our window and see the hunt. Sue Byars and Betty Jean had placed the snake on the steps parents were coming to eat lunch•
three boys out of each cabin. I went
Vowell had spent an hour walk- of our cabin. It's amazing
how with their youngsters and get
standing at attention as
408 Lake Phones 70-428 found immediately that it was happy. away twig-hunting and boys
Margaret Jones' and June Hicks' ling over the camp site selecting ferocious a DEAD snake can be-- them home safely. Lunch on
right
ei
pla
st Thr
to post the that is, according to the tales told Sunday is always light, because
After an hour of free time, the Den 11 reverently raised the, i the
boys assembled and stood at at- stars and stripes. It made one clues. They thought they had by those two frightened gals. we are trying to get ready ti
realiy
laid
a
difficult trail, but in Needless to say. the boys were break camp by one o'clock.
tention while the Webelos Den swell with pride at being a
HowYou'll Say they're delicious!
tiny less than ten minutes
•
from the the recipients of quite a lecture ever, Shirley Allen. Jean Fenlowered the flag. carefully folded part of
"go"
signal,
Terry Dallas,and from Jane and Betty The next day.
it, and put it away for the night.
(Continued on page eight)
At seven sharp. we sat down to
Johnny Campbell excitedly unThe kitchen crew was slated for a breakfast of bacon, scrambled earthed
the
two
treasures.
duty at 4:30, but after looking at eggs, jelly, and hot biscuits preAt 4:30, Emily Walker. Pat Mcthat huge stack of three hundred pared by Robert Burrow. Pete Intosh,
June
Hicks,
Doc Confifty hamburgers to be cooked, Byers, Bill
McIntosh, David naughton,
Margaret Jones, Bett %
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
Donna Homra, Dollie Morgan, Sue Phelps, Doyle
Call Ds To Says
Shupe, James Woodson,
Robert
Burrow,
and Pat
Byars, Jim Hicks, Stanley Jones, Mann, and.. Riley Tate. I don't
Bodker
loaded
the
pick-up
with
Catherine Shupe, and I decided k now how these husbands would h
Money On Repaire
an
od
t dogs o
dortia
ntkos cahnip
ds,hceuap
decda kfe,s.
we might better start an hour be at making bistuits. but they
cold
.% satisfied customer ill nor
earlier. However, with that ex- certainly were handy at removing
the cook-out area. Little bus's
best testimonial. That is
perienced chef. Stanley Jones, them from the can and getting scampered
about
looking
for
good
hy we give you fast, er:c1peeling onions and directing ope- them baked just right.
sticks for roasting hot-dogs. At 6.
rot technical gcrvire and
From 7:30 to 8:30, the boys
rations, we had dinner ready
after being cautioned many. many
low rates on TV repairs it
ahead of time. Hungry little boys cleaned their cabins for ingrectimes about the danger of the
ill adds-up to easing you
soon devoured the hamburgers tion, then spent the rest of the
pointed
sticks,
the
little
army
mimes!
with all the trimmings, slaw, bak- hour swapping and selling
hiked over to the Weineri
roast.
frogs. Have you ever seen
ed beans, potato chips, cookies
lizardsn
a
and cold drinks and were impati- frog or lizard led about on a
Ominous thunder clouds began
Antenn . tut:died
ently awaiting the next activity. leash? That is a common sight at to appear, so we had to rush to
Cub Scout camp.
get our hot dogs roasted. HowFrom 7 to 9:30 P. M., the group
At 8:30, the third and fourth ever, Lady Luck smiled on us.
gathered in the Pavilion to watch
year boys enjoyed their swim and we made it back to shelter
movies. The kitchen grew was
while the Wolves and Bears Work- Just before the rains came.
unable to go to the picture show
ed on handicraft. I thflait that,
— 306 Main Street
because we were still working in
Saturday night at camp is
some of our fathers rea-I'zed they
the kitchen, but tff•m the sounds
were getting a little older when usually our campfire and awards
of gay laughter floating through
ny. It had stopped rainsome of the larger bops ganged!. inr,eme
the windows, the show must have up
g
but because of the wet
on them in the
. Well. grounds,
really been a "gasser." Before beAve had our 'ceremony
such is life! We must all grow
ing sent to their cabins to prepare
in the pavilion. Five hundred
older, gracefully or otherwise.
for bed, everybody had ice cream.
fifty-one awards and recognitions
As is the custom on the first
The Dads who rested while the were presented to the Cubs, Den
night of camp, there were many others were patrolling the water- Chiefs, and Den Mothers, so we
spooky ghost stories being told. front took the boys hiking
be- feel that our Cub year has cerOne father, namely Robert Bur- tween 9:30 and 10:30, It is a'
good
thing we have
enough able
fathers to work them in relays,
because those little boys never
"run down," find they must be
constantly supervised
by an
All Makes and Models
adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

get ready for old sol
insure hot weather comfort

Roper Television

•••••••••••"

TV REPAIR

'THAT'S ALL?'

At 9:30 A. M., Maurine Treas,
Betty Vowel!, Martha Phelps.
Jane Scates, Belton Burcham,
Ann Ragsdale, Lela Tate, Eddie
Ericksen, Bob Morgan, and I
started lunch. By 11:30, the menu
of baked ham, green beans, baked
potatoes, fruit salad, and cookies
was ready for the one hundred

Ar\,...
.&27,4,eift. ALUMINUM AWNINGS
Only nationally advertised Flexalum gives you
ol these exclusive features,
•Special heat treated, spring tempered alloy that resists denting
•Morproof, 2-coat baked enamel finish won't rust, chip, pool or crock
•Clean, bright underside, no "Nuts and Bolts" look
•Full ventilation, without perforation, promotes air circulation
•15 decorator colors, over 200 combinations, for any style home
•Choke of 5 styles of awning for window, door,
carport, porch or patio

TEN-AR-KY-MO.

11
Industries
11 UNION CITY, TENN.
SIMONS PAINT CO. IN

Imd Lá

PHONE TU-50721 _OR_
FULTON, KY. PHONE 67

• It's true.., you wear this amazing new Sonotone hearing aid ALL/
IN YOUR EAR! No cord, nothing
worn anyv, here else. The smallest
Sonotono ever, it weighs only
including battery.
half an

SOF-401'014 E
OF PADUCAH
.120 S. 5th St.
Box 1133
Batteries, hearing aid supplies.
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.
4011 lake St.

•
MOTOROLA
Service
and
Sales
•

Wade Television
III Lake St.

Phone 4511

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR

• FARM AtTD AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
- FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY
CNN MID =sat •Snags • WISH • 1111111111111

ne . Ralii. U1105
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Jottings

Earline Tibbs is the new Avon
representative in the Riceville
and Highlands District of Fulton.
Why not have Mrs. Tibbs see you
for these wonderful cosmetics
with no obligation. Call Cayce
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
Prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
TUrner 5-9121
phone (UC)
Daily Schedule
DC-3 service fi'orn 'Union City
Lv 5:15 p. m.
To :Memphis
To Nashville .... Lv 10:25 a. m.

From

0
9S

I Note Book

when I opened a copy and saw the
writeup.
I've watched several sorority
softball games lately and believe
me, Mary Jo (Yogi) would put
any of them to shame. She sure
is a nice girl and has a wonderful
personality.
Mom said that you were a bit
worried about R. Paul's studies.
The Freshman year at Fulton High
is without a doubt the hardest
year, scholastic wise, of all four
years.
Forming the ground work is the
important thing. I have found that
English and math, are the courses
most people have trouble with in
college. If he can grasp the basic
material now, it will save a lot of
headaches in the future.' It is
shocking to know that 55 percent
of the Freshman class at Memphis
State failed English last semester.
Many had never even written a
theme in high school and so were
completely lost.
I completed the screening and
was selected for the Sabre Air
Command. Right now, my main
project is getting in shape for
"May Day". This is where all of
the fraternities and sororities compete in athletic events. I am competing in several races for my
fraternity, Kappa Alpha, and so
I'm trying to get ready.
Again, thank you for the article
and for all you have done for me.
Sincerely,
Hal Warren
•

read and enjoy your fine paper. standing Senator.
With best personal retards.
With all good wishes, I am,
Sincerely.
Yours sincerely,
Eloise J. Stabs', Jr.
Secretary of the Army
Glenn ..i.anz
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
Fulton County News
Box 485
Fulton, Kentucky
wick, Mary Lou Connaughton,
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE
Pearl Mann, Joy Hoodenpyle, AlMurray, Kentucky
berta Green, Wanda Hailey, and
May 12, 1962
Marion LeCornu served us stacks
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
of cold cuts and cheese with poWest Ketntucky Productions As- tato chips, cookies, and cold
sociation
drinks. ..
Temporary Address, Box 482
One dad, Billy Joe King, and
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Miss Pauline Thompson, arrived
I failed to reply to your good
letter of May 4 but I did attend
the meeting at Kenlake. I congratulate you on the fine work
that you are doing in connection
with the amphitheater near Kenlake.
I felt-the meeting was a good
one and with the fine group of officers that were selected at this
meeting, I am sure that progress
will be rapid and. significant. With
all good wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,
R. H. Woods
President

CUB SCOUTS—

Curiosity-seekers who follow
local ambulances and. fire trucks
are causing a real hazard these
days. and the practice should be
stopped, or at least curbed to the
point that emergency workers
xvill have atriple room to get their
vehicles to and from the scene.
When Its
Perhaps you are one who,.out
Real Estate in Fulton
of curiosity, follows a. fire truck
— see -or an ambulance to a scene. Did
you ever stop to consider:
CI! Alli.ES W. BURROW
11. You, the curious in front of
Phone 61
309 Walnut
you and the curious behind you
form a long line of cars that of.'arm Loans
ten hinder OTHER ambulances,
Conventional
fire trucks, police or vqiunteer
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
FHA Loans
firemen from catching up with
I want to thank you for run--The very best selectio'n of real the lead vehicle? On narrow
ning a story in your paper with
streets this is particularly bad.
estate for sale at all times!
regard
to Open House occasion of
2). Do you know that when you
our new Banking. quarters and
hear a siren behind you, you must
your comments on same and it
pull your vehicle—wihout delay
May 9th. 1982 •
—over to the side of the street Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling, did make me feel good as I am
sure lots of my old friends and
and permit the emergency vehicle Editors
acquaintences have forgotten just
to. pass without inconvenience to The Fulton County News
For
where I lived and.what I might be
him. Your inconvenience doesn't Fulton, Kentucky
doing.
matter. If you don't learn this in Dear Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling
We lived in Fulton about
Fulton, it will cost you heavily in
The Twin Cities Development
the larger elites to get educated. Association and the Beautification nine years and knew most everyIt ought to cost you something Committee of that organization one back in those days and as you
know I was in Clinton also and
here.
and
wish to thank you for all the pub3). Do you ever realize the licity given us 'during the Clean seldom a week goes by when I am
congestion that your auto and Up-Paint Up-Fix Up Campaign, reading the Clinton paper and
your paper that there is not a
those of other curious create at April 25 through May 2.
the scene of a fire or accident
You were most generous and story of the passing of some perwhen you deliberately pull right cooperative and we certainly ap- son I knew well or that of an
.old friend and my circle of friends
up as close as you can drive in- preciate everything.
down there crows smaller all the
stead of parking a block back and
Very sincerely,
leaving vital space open for emerMrs. Rex Ruddle, Chairman time.
I have been away from West
gencies?
Beautification Committee.
Kentucky for almost 27 years and
buy it at
4) We don't think anyone can be
Anna Belle Edwards, Secretary
yet
I get homesick at times and
prevented from discreetly follow- Twin Cities Development Assoalways anxious to go back for a
ing an ambulance or fire truck to ciation.
visit, which are all too short bethe neighborhood of a call, but
cause after I run around and see
we do think that a little common
some of the kin and look after
SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
courtesy and a little less congessome farm-land the time is taken
Washington
Furniture Company
tion at these times becomes apup and I cannot see many folks
May 22, 1962
parent and needs to be enforced.
I would like to see.
Dear Jo and Paul:
Whenever you or Paul are up
I don't know which of you wrote this way be sure to come in and
And now here's some mail I
got that I thought you'd like to the _recent editorial about my see me and our new banking
forthcoming return to the halls of quarters and would be pleased to
share with me.
academe. so I'll tell you both that have you up home also.
•
I
appreciated it deeply. I know of
I have done well here and the
Dear Mrs. Westphellnir
course
that your editorial policy people have been good to me and
Just a line to let you know how
much I appreciate the nice article would not be influenced by a de- my family and my only regret is
sire
to
please any individual, but that it is 400 rallies from my old
you wrote about me in "The
, HALLMARK greeting Cards
News". I certainly wasn't expect- this simply makes 'me appreciate home.
the
editorial
the more.
ing it and was very surprised
RYTE/C"Personallzed”
I talked to V.'ilson Wyatt this
Now that we are to be living afternoon on phone and of course
Stationery
FOR RENT: Floor sanding mamuch closer to. home. Dorothy and I am going to be for him and help
- polisher
...bine and electr;c
I. both hope we'll'see you oftener. him this Fall He is a smart man
;Ind electric vacutim..:, aners. ExMeantime we shall continue to and I know he will make an outchange Furnitufe Co.
Phone 20-J
Fulton
WESTERN TYPE CIA /THING
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
Mens Shirts, l',
Belts. [tuck].
20-R or 247
Bolos, Hats and Boots.
The Edwards Slur, Mayfield

Loans

in Dawson Springs about midIron manufacture was important
morning but, by error, tvent to in Kentucky during the War of
Pennyrile instead of West Ken- , 1812 and some of the cannonballs
tucky 4-H Camp. They spent the fired by Andrew Jackson's forces
day searching the grounds of at the Battle of New Orleans were
Pennyrile looking for Mary Jean made in Bath County.
and Queen Kathy. Disappointedly,
they returned to Fulton and
found their famliy already home.
Lost sleep has been regained,
bills paid, and we close the pages
on another successful year for
Pack 40. We 'thank God for
America, for little boys, and for
leaders who are willing to give
their time to guide our youth into
lives of service and usefulness for
our community and country.

•

TROUBLE ?
We
keel, yu out of it
I, it with or
of our Lowpayment plan
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side .
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

Wick Smith Agency
?II Hour Service
Phone 12 — Nights 160

DON'T MOVE WMIOL"r
CALLING COLLECT

FULTON. KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFEELD, KY.

555

GILLUM

I'ENT -

WE

L1

p aLi
i

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103 Fulton.

3 %
ty,01, 71
, „ Goo _ _
SOUTH FULTON
PREMIUM
ROAST ___ Lb. 49c
CHUCK
' HAMBURGER
$1.00
MEAT
PURE PORK 3 Lbs.
3 Lbs. _ _ _ _ $1.00
swirrs

SMOKED SLICED
ELM HILL

WIENERS 2 Lb. Pkg.
FULLY COOKED
PICNIC HAMS Lb.
"Air Conditioned For Your Corn fort

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
Fulton, Ky.

TRANSFER CO.

422 Lake

America's finest doorhoods .. all
choice of 15
decorator colors ... Bake enamel
finish. Size 48" width, 4 `," prolection.

Phone 408

aluminum construction in

St.

Keeps Entranceways Shady and try!
and Furnishings!
• Enhances Doorways! ComplimenAs any
Architectural Style?
•

WALKER
4

R MAR D!
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

TEN PlIGH!
HMV. Vral (ER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, III. • 86 PROOF

• Protects Rugs

CALL OUR 'AWNING SUPERMARKET'

• HORIZONTAL

FRYERS

U. S. Grade
A Whole

CUTLETS Lb. __ _ 69c
you'll like ours!
HAM
COUNTRY
JOWL Lb.
39c
BACON Lb. ____ 49c
s%1 IET'S
STEAKETTES Lb. 69c
molZ1-.

CHICKEN

COUNTRY

OUNTRY

SAVE

By The Piece!
Breasts
Legs
Thighs
Wings
Necks
Backs

400 MAIN ST.

FULTON

PHONE 145

Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.

Lb.

59c
49c
49c
33c
10c
19c

PIG FEET Lb. __ 19c
PIG EARS Lb. __ 19c
PIG SHOOTS Lb. 19c
PIG TAILS Lb. 19c
PIG MAWS Lb. 19c
NECK BONE Lb. 19c

NOW!

HENDERSON'S
10 LB. BAG
with $5.00 Pur,

or more

itUsii WHITE

HOMINY No. 300 Can
10c
DEEP BROWN
PORK & BEANS 2-14 oz. __ 25c
SHOWBOAT
PORK & BEANS No. 300 Can 10c
itusli GREAT NORTHERN
BEANS No. 2 Can
10c

89c

FAIRWEATHER

SALMON 16 oz. Can
59c
BIT-O-SEA
TUNA 4-Reg. Cans _ _ _ _ $1.00
PARAMOUNT 1)11,1,
PICKLES 15 oz.
39c
SMUCKER'S Arl'I.E
BUTTER 28 oz. Jar ____ 45c
CHIPS
Thin Tripletts
LB. BAG

29c

ARGO GREEN

PICKLES 15 oz. Jar ____
CATSUP 2 - 14 oz. Bot. __
KRAFT
MIRACLE WHIP Qt.
PLYMOUTH PEANUT
z'UTTEE 2 Lb. Jar

39c
35c
59c
75c

TOM ATOES
BUSH SHREDDED

LIMAS 6 - 303 Cans ____ $1.00
KING COLE
PEACHES 5 - 2 1-2 Cans _ $1.00
POTATOES 4-24 - 2 1-2 Cans $1.00
HAWAIIAN
PUNCH 3 - 46 oz.
$1.00
HOME
GROWN
NO. 1

lb. 19c

SACRAMENTO FRUIT

KRAUT 8- 303 Cans _ $1.00
BUSH CHOPPED
KRAUT 8 - 303 Cans __ _ $1.00
BUSH PINTO
BEANS No. 300 Can
10c
PLYMOUTH SALAD
DRESSING 24 oz. Jar
39c
PILLSBURY
CAKE MIX 3 Pkgs. _ _ _ _ $1.00
GROWN GREEN

BEANS 2 Lbs.
Familial"' Lb.

Twin City Home Improvement Co.

lb. 25c

FRESH PORK

110711E

• ,, .tiTILATE0

89c
39c

ELM HILL

PARAMOUNT SWEET

All types of Insurance

$1.00

JOWL BACON 3 Lbs.

POTATO

Dewey Johnson

REAL ESTATE
231 Main St.
Ph. 62

I I II p

SUGAR
D00111'1,0
F-J 11
1,:!
c^

Hospit bedBaby ty..ds
Vacuum
pnlishers

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE

MIIII11.11111.11MIN

EXCHANGE

41111111111IMMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111W

I BUT 'NAT OLD IlAUNTED
HOUSE DOESN'T HAVE NOME
OWNERS' INSURANCE wiTH

DERBY RESTAURANT Fulton

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

Scott's Floral Shoppe

f
y

Experienced waitress wanted. Apply in
person; do not phone.

BEST

I

by WICK SMITH

HELP WANTED:

The

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion

-c4DUFFY Witti;

COCKTAIL 4 No. 303
95c
BUSH KIDNEY
BEANS No. 300 Can __ lac
CORN
can
ioc
SACRAMENTO HALVES
PEACHES 4 No.303 _ _ _ $1.00
VIIEUE 8 Rolls
$1.00
HOME GROWN BELL

39c PEPPERS Each
HOM
10c CUCUMBER
v S Each

PIGGLY WIGGLY

WE GIVE S. and H. GREEN STAM PS TOO!
*Acres of FREE paved Parking
We Cash Payroll Checks

10c
5c

